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Oscar van Leer Award 2005
The Oscar van Leer Award, instituted in 1994 and presented every two years, honours programmes for excellence in enabling parents and communities to help young children realise their full potential. The Oscar van Leer Award for 2005 has been awarded to the Kenya Orphans Rural Development Programme (kordp) for its Community Support to orphans project.

kordp has been a partner of the foundation since 2001. Working in areas of Kenya’s Western province worst affected by the HIV/AIDS pandemic, it strengthens the ability of families and communities to care for orphans and vulnerable children. kordp helps rural communities to set up early childhood development daycare centres. These provide young children with nutritious meals, opportunities for social and psychological development, and pre-school learning without which many would not go on to primary school.

The foundation has published a 54-page book, describing in text and photos how kordp’s community-based work, supported by the foundation, improves the lives of HIV/AIDS orphans and vulnerable children in rural communities in western Kenya. The foundation hopes that the award will contribute to raising the profile of young children on the HIV/AIDS agenda, particularly with regard to the XVI International AIDS Conference in Toronto in August 2006.

Recent publication

This paper concentrates on the impact of globalisation on childcare since the late 1990s, particularly in the last two decades. It looks at how our views about children, parents and public services have changed as a result. In particular, the paper examines the case in Belgium, where the consequences of globalisation are also analysed in terms of quality and accessibility of services and the shifting power relations between the state, childcare providers, parents and experts in the field of early childhood education.

Forthcoming
A guide to General Comment 7: ‘Implementing child rights in early childhood’.

The United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child is applicable with regard to all persons under the age of 18. But the Committee on the Rights of the Child has noted regularly that information on the implementation of the Convention with respect to children before the age of regular schooling is often very limited.

The Committee therefore decided to devote its Day of General Discussion 2004 to the topic ‘Implementing Child Rights in Early Childhood’. The purpose of the Day of Discussion was to generate more awareness on this topic and to adopt recommendations that would be based on the results of the event and would also underscore the full entitlement of young children to the rights enshrined in the Convention.

This monograph describes the background of the Day of General Discussion and contains, in extracted form, the papers submitted to the Committee at that time, along with other relevant material. It also presents the General Comment that was the outcome. Each section includes an introduction with additional information on the process.

We hope that this book will aid child’s rights advocates at the local level, human rights activists, particularly those with no special legal knowledge, and the general reader interested in child rights, human rights and the United Nations, including university students and researchers in law, social work, international relations, or other, associated areas.

News from the Foundation

In June 2005, the Publishing Team of the Bernard van Leer Foundation sent out a survey to readers to update our address database. Many readers responded, helping us to improve the distribution of our publications and to add value to the work we do. Thank you!
This issue of *Early Childhood Matters* can be seen as a logical sequence to our previous issue, on responses to young children in post-emergency situations. As explained in that issue, emergencies such as natural and man-made disasters often put children at an increased risk of becoming temporarily or permanently separated from their families and caregivers. Violence, the HIV/AIDS pandemic as well as poverty are other reasons why children can find themselves deprived of parental care.

A growing number of children around the world are currently orphaned or otherwise growing up without parents. These children need care and protection, but social policy, influenced by culture, history, politics and many other factors, heavily determine the type of support a child receives.

One of the three new programme priorities of the Bernard van Leer Foundation is to help strengthen the care environment of the child. It does this through a stronger focus of its grantmaking on work that (1) supports parents and caregivers who are raising children in environments of stress, (2) helps parents and caregivers in their role of assuring children’s rights and development and (3) addresses the needs of children without parental care.

The importance of the family in a child’s life cannot be overstated as the article on “How poverty separates children and parents” (page 23) indicates. More fundamentally, the Convention on the Rights of the Child emphasises the importance of the family in children’s lives. Its preamble notes that “the family, as the fundamental group of society and the natural environment for the growth and wellbeing of all its members and particularly children, should be afforded the necessary protection and assistance so that it can fully assume its responsibilities” and “the child, for the full and harmonious development of his or her personality, should grow up in a family environment, and atmosphere of happiness, love and understanding.”

But how can the most appropriate use of alternative care be ensured? The Convention of the Rights of the Child (art. 3) says that, in principle, responses should always take into account the best interest of the child. Reality, though, shows that this does not always happen – the frequency with which serious problems are reported regarding care for children in informal or formal fostering (such as kinship care, adoption and residential facilities) suggests that alternative care measures should be better monitored.

In the articles of this issue of *Early Childhood Matters* we point to the lack of clear guidelines for providing adequate care, and we give suggestions on how to improve existing mechanisms. The requirement for international standards is one of the many issues brought up at the “Discussion Day on Children without Parental Care”, organised by the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child in Geneva, Switzerland, in September 2005. There is a need for international guidelines that guarantee the appropriateness of the environment in which children grow up. Recommendations arising from that meeting are scheduled for publication in early 2006.

In the following pages, guest editor Nigel Cantwell takes a look at the current state of international thinking on the issue of children without parental care. We are much indebted to him for bringing together a broad range of views from a number of specialists in this area and for his own thought-provoking article. We welcome the views of readers.

_Teresa Moreno_  
_Jan van Dongen_  
_Editors_
The challenges of out-of-home care

Nigel Cantwell*

There is no longer any debate, one might think, over the most critical issues that have surrounded the provision of alternative care for young children who, for whatever reason, do not or cannot live with their parents.

It is widely agreed that three principles should guide decisions regarding long term substitute care for children, once the need for such care has been demonstrated:

• family-based solutions are generally preferable to institutional placements;
• national (domestic) solutions are generally preferable to those involving another country;
• permanent solutions are generally preferable to inherently temporary ones.

Research is virtually unanimous in pointing out the high risk of institutional placements causing serious long-term damage to children under 3 or even under 5 years of age. In the face of the evidence, few would now disagree that institutional settings (in contrast to certain other kinds of ‘residential care’) cannot give young children the kind of environment they need to develop and grow harmoniously, regardless of the overall quality of care provided. Over the past thirty or so years, ‘de-institutionalisation’ has therefore gradually become the watchword in an increasing number of countries, with concomitant efforts to promote ‘family-based’ care or ‘family-type’ residential units.

Similarly, the aim must surely now be to avoid as far as possible uprooting children from their communities and cultures when an alternative care solution has to be envisaged, whether temporarily or permanently.

In addition, the need to foresee how return to the family or, if necessary, identifying another suitable and stable family-based solution (often adoption) can be ensured as soon as a child comes into care – ‘permanency planning’ or developing an ‘alternative permanent life project’ on the basis of a full assessment – is increasingly recognised as one of the main pillars of good practice.

The ‘emergency test’

A good litmus test for measuring how accepted these principles have become is to look at reactions to child victims of large-scale disasters, both natural and man-made. Emergency situations invariably constitute concentrated microcosms of problems to be resolved in meeting the needs, safeguarding the best interests, and protecting the rights of children without parental care. In particular, they give rise to an array of proposed responses from a range of sources that reflect the real state of contemporary policy and practice, and that therefore underscore overall trends towards, and efforts on behalf of, such children.

Indeed, from the Vietnam “Operation Baby-lift” of the mid-1970s to the Rwandan genocide and the conflict in ex-Yugoslavia, from Hurricane Mitch to the Gujarat and Bam earthquakes, responses have betrayed persistent and serious misunderstanding of, or disregard for, children’s rights and needs. They included the widespread establishment of ‘orphanges’ and, often, the mass displacement of children to another country for temporary or permanent care.

Not unexpectedly, several similar initiatives were mooted in the wake of the tsunami disaster – by officials and private bodies alike. Thus, for example:
• a US evangelical organisation published plans to airlift 300 orphans from Banda Aceh to Jakarta with a view to placing them in “a Christian orphanage”;
• the Indonesian authorities themselves reportedly announced the construction of a “large orphan house” in Banda Aceh and another in Medan if necessary;
• a European Commissioner suggested that families in EU countries would be ready to offer temporary refuge to thousands of children from the affected region.

The big difference this time was that they did not happen:
• the Indonesian Government refused permission for the airlift;
• the Authorities also let it be understood in the end that there would be no new ‘orphan house’ and that priority would be given to supporting families that had taken in children, making institutional care a last resort (however, direct State provision of residential facilities is very much the exception in Indonesia, and reportedly several private orphanages have been set up post-tsunami, with hundreds of children affected by the disaster being accommodated in those and previously existing institutions);
• the EU proposal was almost immediately withdrawn in the face of strong criticism from organisations such as UNICEF and Save the Children.

Furthermore, within days of the tsunami disaster – just three in the case of the US – governments of many industrialised countries made official announcements barring their citizens from adopting children from the affected countries, Sri Lanka itself froze intercountry adoptions from the affected region, and the Indonesian Authorities banned children under 16 from leaving the country unless accompanied by a parent.

The homogeneity and rapidity of these reactions were probably unprecedented. Ostensibly they sufficed to prevent cross-border evolutions. But, in the relative confusion exacerbated by the arrival of scores of private ‘agencies’ with their own agendas and own funding, they failed to stop one-off, uncoordinated initiatives to establish the now almost inevitable ‘orphanages’. In the last resort, then, the ‘de-institutionalisation’ approach clearly still has a long way to go in practice.

Behind child protection

A partial explanation of why this is so undoubtedly lies in two components of the context in which ‘child protection’ is carried out.

The first is the on-going legacy of the charity approach to child protection, based on the recognised emotional appeal that children have. Possibly no other human group – with, let us remember, human rights – is still so affected by charity-based responses to its problems. This can have grave ramifications for work to promote and protect children’s rights. But by no means all children appear in this way: 2-year-old ‘orphans’ generally do, but what about violent gangs of former child soldiers? Indeed, the less child-oriented programmes are based on a rights approach, the more they are likely to focus on the youngest children and babies, who are seen and portrayed as the most defenceless and vulnerable, so ‘emotional appeal’ dictates that they be the ones targeted. Yet the local community itself is far more likely to give priority to caring for its youngest members: in emergency situations, spontaneous informal fostering is common in regard to young children, for example, but even those above the age of 7 will often begin to find it harder to benefit from such arrangements.

But to maintain on-going public support, the type and content of programmes has to appeal to emotions: direct and immediate material aid does – hence, inter alia, the ‘orphanges’ for young children – whereas the costs involved in designing a family support system or reviewing legislative texts with
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government counterparts generally do not. Thus, with public donations, agencies continue to ‘export’ or finance institutional responses even though, in their base country, such solutions have long been discredited and are no longer used. As a result, we face situations worldwide that are exemplified by conditions prevalent in countries such as India and Namibia, where no one knows how many children are in residential facilities because large numbers of institutions are not even registered, let alone monitored and supervised.

The countries of Central and Eastern Europe and Central Asia provide a special scenario. Here the legacy is not charity but an institution-based ‘tradition’ that will inevitably take many years to erode. Efforts are under way in many, but so far with little real impact in most cases – so little that in Ukraine, for example, less than 200 fosters parents have so far been recruited throughout the country whereas new ‘baby homes’ for the 0-3 age group, each accommodating about 100 children, have continued to be built in recent years. And in other countries, the process has yet to begin...

Why children are in care

Responding to the situation of young children without parental care is as complex as the reasons for their situation are varied, and their needs and wishes are diverse.

The circumstances in which young children may need, or find themselves in, an alternative care situation, include:

• the death of one or both parents;
• abandonment (usually at, or shortly following, birth);
• enforcement of an agency or institution;
• unintentional separation from parents who cannot be immediately traced, usually in the wake of an armed conflict or natural disaster;
• temporary or permanent incapacity of the parents (e.g., due to imprisonment or illness);
• voluntary placement by parents (including respite care);
• medical treatment and other specialised care (e.g., disability, recovery);
• removal to a place of safety;
• placement pursuant to a status offence (e.g., vagrancy);
• illegal entry into another country, whether accompanied or not;
• the child’s own initiative to leave home.

The range of scenarios that need to be confronted is therefore vast. In the most obvious of these, the child quite simply has no or has limited knowledge of, parents. In many instances, children and parents have lost contact and may be looking for each other. In some cases, the parents decide more or less of their own free will to place the child outside their home temporarily, in response to a variety of circumstances, while in others they fiercely resist moves to separate their children from them. According to the situation, it may or may not be possible to foresee the child’s return to parental care if appropriate support is given. And certainly in many cases it would have been possible to prevent family breakdown.

Identifying the ‘right’ solution – and then providing or supporting it – for each child is consequently a major challenge.

Kinship care: lost without it

Too often, provision of substitute care is viewed essentially as a choice between foster care and that all-encompassing term ‘residential placement’, and as catering to children who are orphaned, abandoned or removed from the parental home on the grounds of maltreatment. The reality is somewhat different.

Temporary or long-term care provided by a family member or close family friend (including kafala) – particularly informal in nature but, in many countries, increasingly also in the context of formal proceedings – is by far the most prevalent type of alternative care. This holds true as much for children affected by hiv/aids in Africa, Asia and Latin America (at least 90% of whom are taken in informally by their kin or community) as for children from families in difficulty in the usa (there are about 600,000 in the foster-care system nationwide 1, whereas 2.1 million children are being raised solely by grandparents, over 90% of them on an informal basis 2).

In many industrialised countries, such as Australia and the uk, the authorities are making greater use of placements in kinship care, which is seen as far less disruptive for the child but also responds to the difficulty of recruiting foster parents. While the potential advantages of kinship care are clear – known caretakers, usually living near to the family home, for example – it has been pointed out that little research has been undertaken to determine the ‘success rates’ of this solution as opposed to non-family foster-care. Indeed, a number of risks specifically associated with kinship care have been documented, depending on the circumstances in which the placement is effected, including:

• intra-familial friction because relatives insist on caring for the child, or because division of responsibilities and decision-making powers between relatives and parents are unclear or contested;
• unauthorised contact being allowed between the child and the parents or, conversely, authorised contact being refused;
• abusive or neglectful behaviour because the carers come from the same ‘troubled’ family;
• financial disincentives to return the child to the parents: relatives may receive higher allowances than those available to parents;
• negative portrayal by relatives, or the child’s own negative perception, of birth parents, which may reduce the likelihood of the child’s reintegration with the latter;
• in developmental terms, the risk that children may have difficulty in situating themselves on a generational or genealogical level when, for example, they are brought up by grandparents almost like the brother or sister of one of their parents.

These are clearly risks that need to be recognised, assessed and, if present, confronted: they are in no way reasons for questioning the overall role that kinship care can play when parents are unable to look after their children for a greater or lesser period of time. But in the same way as ‘intra-familial adoptions’ (adoption by an aunt, grandparents, a stepparent) are generally be favoured over adoptions by strangers, there may be no less need in such cases to vet the potential carers and to examine the overall circumstances and likely consequences of such a move.

This poses problems, especially when kinship care is requested (by the birth parents) and provided (by relatives) in good part to avoid outside ‘interference’. Should some kind of assessment by the statutory services take place in each case, or not at all, or only if, for example, the placement is to last more than three or six months? If there is minimal or no contact with the social services, how can kinship carers access the support – financial, counselling – that can be vital to the success of the placement?

In most developing countries, kinship care is less an option, more a norm. Alternatives other than institutions are rare, moreover, and extended families and their communities are now stretched to their limits with the need to take responsibility for children affected by the hiv/aids pandemic.

Clearly, the provision of financial and material support for relatives caring informally for children is the priority if this system is to stand any chance of continuing to carry out its vital role. But as is the case in industrialised countries, kinship care elsewhere can also bring with it a number of risks for child protection that need to be recognised and addressed. Among those that have been documented in certain African countries, for example, are:

• relatives fighting amongst themselves for the care of orphans, in some cases separating siblings in order to benefit from the social welfare intended for the children;
• looked-after children receiving food and resources only after the needs of the host family’s children have been satisfied;
• looked-after children serving as the host family’s unpaid domestic worker.

These are not easy issues to broach in a context where relatives are invariably making extraordinary efforts to cope, and where human and other resources in the social services are scarce. The need, from children’s rights standpoint, to find ways of tackling them without undermining the very positive aspects of informal kinship care – more by way of support, perhaps, than through surveillance – should nonetheless be recognised, however much it poses a real challenge under current circumstances.

Child-headed households

In Africa at least, kinship care for children, sometimes as young as 3 years, increasingly takes the form of a ‘child-headed household’ under the
This approach is still considered controversial in some quarters, and certainly it is not without its dangers. Realism may dictate, however, that the alternatives to taking up the challenge in this way quite simply do not exist.

**Foster care in the context of de-institutionalisation**

It is interesting that, at the very moment that the "natural" limits of foster parent recruitment seem to be reached in many industrialised countries, efforts are under way elsewhere — including in many countries of Central and Eastern Europe — to develop what in many instances is the previously unknown practice of formal foster care.

Foster care can and does play many roles, including emergency care for abandoned babies; short-term care for children who, very temporarily, cannot be looked after by their parents; medium-term care for those whose family situations are more difficult to resolve; and, more exceptionally, long-term care for children who cannot return home but are unlikely to be adopted.

The current trend towards increased reliance on foster care has been spurred, of course, by initiatives to move the de-institutionalisation process forward. In the industrialised countries, however, "relaxation" has often become "over-reliance". Societal realities there underwent profound changes in the second half of the 20th century, with a growing number of households where both partners need to be in paid employment and the development of the "consumer society" with emphasis on monetary reward. The ceiling on the number of potential foster carers — in the traditional sense of those willing and able to play this role for little more reward than an allowance designed to cover extra costs — has not been raised in anything like the proportions that would correspond to demand, with recruiting campaigns in the UK and USA often having failed miserably.

It was during this same period that the existence of what was initially termed the "battered baby syndrome" (a term coined by Prof. C. Henry Kempe in 1962) began to be increasingly recognised. The realisation of the real incidence of child abuse and neglect in the 1960s and 1970s led to child protection services placing major emphasis on responding to the phenomenon. As a result, removal of children from parental homes to 'places of safety' because of actual or potential maltreatment has created unparalleled pressure on alternative care solutions. This is exacerbated by social workers' fears of condemnation if their decision to maintain a child in the family home proves to have harmful, or even fatal, consequences. Nonetheless, such is the 'foster-care crisis' in countries such as the UK that social workers there have complained of having to leave children in 'at risk' situations because no alternative exists.

Unfortunately, government preferences for foster care are generated not only on child-friendly policy grounds — because of its family-based nature — but also because it is invariably viewed as a conveniently cheap childcare option. This argument may be losing its weight, however. In practice, 'cheap' has frequently translated into the sanctioned or de facto relaxation of standards for recruitment, derisory remuneration, inadequate provision for support and supervision once recruitment has taken place and/or over-burdening individual carers.

Fostering is a highly skilled service; many children in foster care will have suffered traumatic experiences, for example, and foster parents may have to take on the delicate operation of maintaining relations with the biological parents. Simply to enable, let alone motivate, foster carers to devote themselves to these specialised tasks under present-day conditions has meant substantially improving their financial conditions. The importance of appropriate training and effective support services has had to be recognised. And we are coming to terms with the fact that the cost of quality foster care provision, at least for children with the most demanding backgrounds, may in fact need to be equivalent to that of a typical institutional placement.

Launching the idea of foster care from scratch, in the many communities and societies who have organised alternative care for their children without resorting to such formalised solutions, therefore means more than securing acceptance of the practice and persuading potentially interested families to apply. It also implies a fully fledged selection and training programme, a placement system and a support service. Worryingly, not all efforts in this sphere are taking these requirements into account.

Above all, foster care must not be viewed as a panacea. First, while it seems to work well for most children, it cannot work for all. Second, it rarely provides the guarantee of stability that 'permanency planning' requires. Third, even if it could be developed sufficiently to replace 'institutions' entirely as a care setting — a perspective well beyond the realms of reality in almost all countries — it would only be responding to the fact that too many children are unnecessarily deprived of the care of their parents.

The **CRC approach**

How does the Convention on the Rights of the Child (crc) approach the issue of out-of-home care, and thus help in policy definition? To some extent, many would complain, it does so in a confusingly inconclusive manner, and on the face of it they might seem justified. But, as noted above, this is a highly complex issue, and one of the factors making it so is the requirement that responses be tailored to the needs of characteristics of each individual child.

Examining the contribution of the crc, then, means not only looking at how it broaches the provision of 'quality care' but also, at least as importantly, how it might ensure that the right decisions are made for each child in relation to his or her specific situation. It is worth reviewing some of the main issues involved here.

Too many children are unnecessarily deprived of parental care, whether actively and deliberately or because the parent(s) is in a social and/or financial situation where they feel they have no choice but to surrender their child. The first fundamental question to be posed, therefore, concerns the importance given in the crc to the prevention of family breakdown and break-up. Undeniably, there is a massive and coherent thrust throughout the treaty in favour of family preservation. The Preamble sets the scene, with its reference to the family as
“the natural environment for the growth and well-being of all its members and particularly children” which is therefore “should be afforded the necessary protection and assistance so that it can fully assume its responsibilities.” In its operative part, thecrc builds on this stand in a variety of ways, through provisions such as:

- the right, as far as possible, to know and be cared for by his or her parents (art 7);
- the prohibition of a child’s separation from his or her parents against their will, save where this is determined – subject to judicial review – to be in the child’s best interests (art 9);
- the obligation of the State to render “appropriate assistance to parents […] in the performance of their child-rearing responsibilities” (art 18);
- in relation to child abuse and neglect, explicit mention of preventive efforts and protective programmes “to provide necessary support for the child and for those who have the care of the child” (art 19);
- the State obligation to assist parents to provide the child an adequate standard of living and, in case of need, to provide “material assistance and support programmes, particularly with regard to nutrition, clothing and housing” (art 27).

From the standpoint of international law, consequently, major emphasis is to be placed on preventing two of the most common reasons, in ‘normal’ circumstances at least, why children find themselves in out-of-home care: maltreatment and material poverty.

Against that background, consideration of the kind of alternative care to be provided brings to light some interesting features that do not always come out the way one might have become ‘conventional wisdom’ in many circles, sometimes on the basis of more or less deliberate misinterpretation or oft-repeated simplistic dogma.

Again, the Preamble – in keeping with its main role – sets out the overall approach: “the child, for the full and harmonious development of his or her personality, should grow up in a family environment”. At this point, it is vital for our review to point out that this statement is not equivalent to, as is so often loudly and misleadingly proclaimed, “the child’s right to a family”. First, it is in the declaratory, not the operative, part of the crc.

Consequently, in itself it creates no obligations on the part of States Parties – a necessary characteristic of a ‘right’. It can certainly be considered to set an overall and ostensibly very desirable objective, as part of the interpretative basis for implementing the crc’s operative provisions. But it does not mean that there is automatic violation of a child’s rights if he or she is not in the care of a family. Indeed, no State, however materially or otherwise well-endowed, could commit itself to guaranteeing that every child in its jurisdiction is placed with a family, and this is the main reason that no “right to a family” figures in the operative text. It would, furthermore, be in clear contradiction to the fact that non-family-based care options are also to be provided.

That said, it is clear from the text – and logically – that alternative solutions based on a family- or family-type environment are in principle to be preferred.

In addition, the crc comes down firmly in favour of providing alternative care without removing the child from the environment with which he or she is familiar: solutions proposed must take account of “the desirability of continuity in a child’s upbringing” and “the child’s ethnic, religious, cultural and linguistic background” (art 20.3).

The CRC and “the last resort”

There has been much discussion – not to say acrimonious disagreement – in child welfare circles over the position of lengthy institutional placements and intercountry adoption in the ‘hierarchy’ of care options: in other words, which one should be considered “the last resort”. It is worth looking closer at what we can glean from the crc in this respect, not only to clarify this particular discussion but also because it can help to put in perspective some wider childcare questions dealt with in the treaty.

For young children, this issue is seen to be of special significance in that the vast majority of children adopted abroad are under the age of 8 at the time of their placement, and most are aged 5 years or less, precisely the age-range for whom institutional placement is considered the most detrimental. But perhaps the arguments put forward, on each side, are often trying to respond to the wrong question.

The message that comes through from thecrc is two-fold:

- States should ensure that children deprived of their family environment are cared for in a substitute family setting (it explicitly gives the examples of foster care, kafala, adoption) or, “if necessary” in “suitable institutions” (art 20.3).
- Intercountry adoption may be considered if the child cannot be cared for “in any suitable manner” in the child’s country of origin (art 21.b).

Logically, therefore, a so-called ‘suitable institution’ constitutes one ‘suitable manner’ of caring for the child in his or her own country – and consequently an ‘unsuitable’ facility would not be.

The 1993 Hague Convention on Intercountry Adoption is often cited to throw the application of this logic into disarray; however, the ‘subsidiarity rule’ that it establishes, it is argued, applies only the preference to be given to domestic adoption over adoption abroad.

The Preamble of this treaty indeed notes that “intercountry adoption may offer the advantage of a permanent family to a child for whom a suitable family [our emphasis] cannot be found in his or her State of origin” and, consequently, appears to eliminate non-family-based options as valid alternatives to adoption abroad.

Looked at more carefully, this is not quite the case.

First of all, the Hague Convention is a private law treaty – and an extremely valuable one, at that – and not a standard-setting human rights instrument. It sets out to builds on, and not to transplant, the crc.

Second, its Preamble states that intercountry adoption may be a solution – meaning that other solutions can be considered – if no family is found nationally. This last phrase implies two things: that efforts have been made to find a family (and not just an adoptive family) at national level, and that permanent, alternative family-based care has been identified as the best option for a particular child in view of his or her circumstances at a given moment. In other words, despite appearances, the wording of the Hague Convention is rather akin to that of thecrc, even though it approaches the issue from a slightly different standpoint.

The three key problems posed when considering the two provisions of thecrc cited above are:

- what is meant by the term ‘suitable’ and how should we determine if it is ‘suitable’, and how should we interpret ‘if necessary’;

What is an institution?

In response to the first, thecrc itself not surprisingly gives no explicit indication, but the contextual implication is that ‘institution’, by default, would cover any type of non-family setting (potentially ranging from ‘family-type’ or group homes through to ‘old-style’ residential complexes for several hundred children). This would explain why, despite the generally well-earned negative connotation of the word, some ‘institutions’ could be clearly qualified as ‘suitable’.

In this respect, it is also well worth remembering that we are now nearly twenty years down the road from the moment that the drafting of thecrc was finalised. The term ‘suitable institutions’ was endorsed when the first draft of this provision was drawn up in 1982, and was maintained throughout the drafting and review process which was completed in early 1989. While the idea of ‘de-institutionalisation’ was certainly gaining ground during the 1980s, it was still very much a new idea for many. This was notably the case for government delegations from the then USSR and other Socialist countries that were very active in drafting. Institutional placements were (and too often regrettably still are in practice) the foundation of alternative care policy in those countries, of course, and this would only begin to be questioned once ‘transition’ had begun in the 1990s. It is therefore perhaps not surprising that thecrc might reflect the realities of those times. This, it can be noted in passing, is just one illustration of why thecrc is a landmark document but not necessarily the ‘ultimate’ enumeration of children’s rights.

Confusion over terminology was hardly helped, moreover, by the recent Recommendation to Member States on Children’s Rights in Residential Institutions, adopted by the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe. Despite “institutions” in its title, its own second guideline in fact specifies that placement should be in “a small family-style living unit”, a kind of facility that, in the minds of most, would not
Suitable or not?

Assessing ‘suitability’ itself is much more complicated. The first condition is that the facility meets certain basic criteria: as the crc puts it, in a minimalist manner: “institutions, services and facilities for the care or protection of children shall conform with the standards established by competent authorities, particularly in the area of safety, health, in the number and suitability of their staff, as well as competent supervision” (art 3.3). That is not particularly helpful, and indeed harks back, some might well say, to the kind of medicalised and administrative approach characterising the worst kinds of ‘institution’. There is no indication in its 37th Session in September 2004, recommended the crc of requirements regarding, for example, size, location, organisation, regime or ultimate goal. We need to look at subsequent texts, such as the above-mentioned Council of Europe Recommendation, for inspiration in that regard – and this is a further demonstration of the need for international guidelines to facilitate implementation of the crc in this sphere, moreover (see box on “Reaching consensus on international guidelines”).

The other side of the “suitability” coin is of course that the facility meets, in a positive manner, the needs of the individual child concerned at a given moment in time, with that child’s future in mind. This aspect of suitability thus depends not only on the validity of the decision-making process regarding the placement of a given child and the availability of options in practice, but is also intrinsically linked to the obligation to ensure ‘perpetual review’ of any placement for the purpose of care and protection (art 25). Equally it calls into play the proper application of the child’s right to have his or her best interests underlie all decisions and to have his or her views thereon taken into account (and as has been pointed out in crcm103, even very young children are capable of ‘having their say’). It follows that one criterion for determining a facility’s ‘suitability’ is the extent to which it works, within the childcare system, to ensure that a child remains there only as long as is necessary. This means that it should both initiate and cooperate with efforts to secure the child’s return to the family or move to a ‘permanent’ family-based setting wherever possible. A major problem associated with “institutional placements” is that in practice they too often become long-term or permanent precisely because effective responsibilities are not assigned for identifying appropriate alternatives for each child.

Necessity: the mother of invention?

The insertion of the words “if necessary” before the allusion to institutional care is instructive. It reflects both the ‘de-institutionalisation’ thrust that was beginning to gain a hold in the 1980s when the drafting of the crc took place, and the fact that, invariably, ‘institutions’ were synonymous with long-term placement in large facilities. Certainly, and for many reasons, it is still the case that childcare policy and individual ‘institutions’ in most countries rarely seem to be significantly oriented towards providing short-term care with a view to enabling the child to return to parents or kin as quickly as possible. The unfortunate consequence is that the term “if necessary” is in practice invariably interpreted from the standpoint of the system (“nothing else is available”) than from the standpoint of the child (“at this moment, this will best meet the child’s needs”). In other words, “if necessary” is seen to qualify an intrinsically undesirable care option to be used only for want of better. And that, clearly, is no way to approach potential alternative care solutions for any child.

What is evident from the above considerations, taken together, is that an attempt simply to set ‘institutional placements’ against ‘intercountry adoption’ is not only futile but dangerously misleading in terms of evaluating the appropriateness of care responses. Obviously, ‘institutional care’ cannot be condemned if the various criteria for its suitability are not met, and this is undeniably the case at present for most such placements in most countries – including in particular those whose children are adopted abroad in significant numbers. But the reaction cannot then be, simplistically, to look upon adoption abroad as the patently better option. The real issue is to examine more closely the fundamental reasons for which children are in out-of-home care in the first place, why so many of them are in residential care, and especially why ‘unsuitable institutions’, and the various public and private systems that maintain them, still manage to flourish whereas family support initiatives find it hard to survive.

Not least in this respect, it would be worth asking a very naive question: why are institutions so frequently referred to – or call themselves – by the highly emotive epithet ‘orphanage’? when only a very small minority (usually 5 to 10%) of children in their care are in fact orphans? For child welfare, the answer to that one question might well contribute a great deal more than arguing the relative merits of residential care, and especially why ‘unsuitable institutions’, then be, simplistically, to look upon adoption abroad as the patently better option.

As has been pointed out in crcm103, even very young children are capable of ‘having their say’.

By the acknowledged unsuitability of institutional placements, often has the secondary effect of disguising the need and reducing any motivation for undertaking such assessments – not to mention diverting the resources required for doing so. In addition, and perhaps most perversely, initiatives from the same countries to which intercountry adoptions are effected are often financing and promoting ‘orphanages’ in the children’s countries of origin.

An agenda for discussion

This article suggests that alternative forms of care constitute a range of options, not a top-down listing. Certainly, one would normally begin by looking at the various family-based care possibilities, and then move along the spectrum to residential care, when considering the placement of a child. But the choice would be a function

Reaching consensus on international guidelines

In recent years there has been an unprecedented level of awareness about the urgent need to join forces in improving substantially the quality of out-of-home care. A number of factors have undoubtedly spurred this development: first among them, of course, the situation of children orphaned by HIV/AIDS, but also, for example, the ‘outing’ of conditions in institutions in many CEE/CIS countries, in-depth investigations of abuse in care facilities in Western Europe, and inappropriate responses – in particular by foreign private agencies – to children in emergency situations.

One result was the creation of the Better Care Network, initially an informal and rapidly growing group of individuals seeking to share concerns and experience in order to promote best practice in the sphere, but recently evolving into a more structured network, with a fulltime co-ordinator hosted at UNICEF headquarters in New York.

Another was the joint initiative taken by International Social Service, a Geneva-based NGO, and UNICEF in 2004 to document the main issues as a basis for calling for the development of international standards on out-of-home care. This call was taken up by the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child, which, in a Decision from its 37th Session in September 2004, recommended the preparation of “draft UN Guidelines for the protection and alternative care of children without parental care”. Within a few weeks, a Working Group was established within the NGO Group for the Convention on the Rights of the Child, bringing together a wide range of international expertise and experience, whose first task was to produce a document setting out the potential scope and approach of such Guidelines. This was one of the papers submitted to the Day of Discussion (16 September 2005) that the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child organises every year, this time focused on “children without parental care”, and which attracted well over 200 participants, a record number for this annual event demonstrating the extent of concern.

A major recommendation from this Day of Discussion was that international guidelines on the question be drawn up for adoption by the UN General Assembly, possibly as early as September 2006. The NGO Working Group, in consultation with the Better Care Network and others, including young people, has taken on the task of developing the first draft of this document, which is likely to be made public during the first quarter of 2006.
of that child's needs, characteristics, history and situation, and not based on the perception of the inherently and increasingly negative quality of the solution as one goes along that spectrum. This is not a new approach as such, but it tends to receive far less attention than the demonisation of residential care and the call for de-institutionalisation at any cost.

The question that should be asked, then, is not "what is the last resort solution?" but "what solution would and could correspond best to the circumstances, experiences, needs and wishes of this particular child?" This has led Save the Children UK, for example, to start tackling the question from the other end, looking at supporting children through positive care options - the 'first resort' only by approaching out-of-home care in this manner can we hope to spur the necessary changes and developments that could ensure 'suitable' care for all.

"There is no ideal solution to the loss of a parent, only better or worse alternatives." In this overview of selected challenges for out-of-home care provision, the main aim has been to examine the basis on which 'better' and 'worse' might be validly assessed, and to do so in the light of approaches justified by the CRC.

Given the wide range of reasons why children are, or are rightly or wrongly deemed to be, in need of out-of-home care, the diverse country situations, and the special concerns stemming from the effect of emergencies and the HIV/AIDS pandemic, it is impossible to set out a single comprehensive agenda. But some general points for positive action can be emphasised:

- Inadequate family support feeds care systems that are more costly than the support would have been: family preservation should be the first requirement of a policy on alternative care.
- Care systems tend to retain the children entrusted to them: family reunification should be the prime objective of alternative care.
- A full range of care options is required: the simplistic hierarchical consideration of these options - according to which 'family-based' is by definition 'good' and 'residential facilities' are at best 'the last resort', at worst 'bad' - is the wrong basis on which to approach the question of out-of-home care.

- The 'best' option is the one that responds in the most appropriate way to the situation and needs of a given child at a given moment: consequently the option chosen needs to be reviewed as his or her situation and needs evolve.
- Kinship care solutions, including child-headed households, need to be supported as valid care options, but with attention to risks.
- Foster care cannot be expected to bear the burden of de-institutionalisation policies: needless entry to in to the care system - particularly where material poverty and marginalisation are the essential causes of relinquishment or removal - is the main problem to be tackled.
- Residential care is not 'institutionalisation' if it responds to the right child at the right time, is conceived as a family-type or small group home, and is directed towards preparing the child for return home or another stable 'non-residential' living environment.

Throughout such promotion of rights-based best practice, however, a clear battle still needs to be fought against the 'institutional' response. This will in some cases require directly influencing government policies, making best use of the arguments that the CRC and other documents enable us to muster. But even more important, perhaps, will be enabling the authorities to resist effectively the setting up of 'orphanges' by foreign private groups from countries whose own experience has clearly shown that they simply do not work....

Notes
1 In the wake of the October 2005 earthquake, Pakistan similarly imposed a ban on intercountry adoption.
2 Child Welfare League of America
3 US Department of Health and Human Services, afcars, October 2000 estimates
4 Research into the living conditions of children who are wards of household in Rwanda, Agency for Cooperation and Research in Development (ACORD), London, March 2001
8 John Williamson, in his Foreword to "A Family is for a Lifetime" (see "Further reading" in this ecm).

Kevin Browne, Catherine Hamilton-Giachritsis, Rebecca Johnson and Shihning Chou (Centre for Forensic and Family Psychology, University of Birmingham, UK)

Research shows that young children are frequently placed in institutional care throughout America, Europe and Asia. This occurs despite widespread acknowledgement that institutional care is associated with more negative consequences than family-based care. For example, children in institutional care are more likely to suffer from attachment disorder, developmental delay and deterioration in brain development (Johnson et al 2006).

In collaboration with the World Health Organization (WHO) Regional Office for Europe, the University of Birmingham carried out a survey of 33 European (excluding Russian-speaking) countries in 2002, as a part of the EU Daphne programme to combat violence to women and children. The study mapped the number and characteristics of children under the age of 3 in residential care (Browne et al 2004, 2005a) and found 23,099 children aged less than 3 years (out of an overall population of 20.6 million under 3) had spent more than three months in institutions, of ten children or more, without a parent. This represents 11 children in every 10,000 under 3 years in residential care institutions.

The figures varied greatly between the different countries. Four countries had none or less than 1 per 10,000 children under 3 in residential care were found in Russia (10,411), Romania (4,564), Belgium (2,760) and Hungary (2,676). Only 11 children in every 10,000 under 3 years in residential care institutions.

The figures varied greatly between the different countries. Four countries had none or less than 1 per 10,000 under 3 years in residential care (excluding Russian-speaking) countries in 2002, as a part of the EU Daphne programme to combat violence to women and children. The study mapped the number and characteristics of children under the age of 3 in residential care (Browne et al 2004, 2005a) and found 23,099 children aged less than 3 years (out of an overall population of 20.6 million under 3) had spent more than three months in institutions, of ten children or more, without a parent. This represents 11 children in every 10,000 under 3 years in residential care institutions.

The figures varied greatly between the different countries. Four countries had none or less than 1 per 10,000 children under 3 in institutional care were found in Russia (10,411), Romania (4,564), Belgium (2,760) and Hungary (2,676). Only 11 children in every 10,000 under 3 years in residential care institutions.

Research shows that young children are frequently placed in institutional care throughout America, Europe and Asia. This occurs despite widespread acknowledgement that institutional care is associated with more negative consequences than family-based care. For example, children in institutional care are more likely to suffer from attachment disorder, developmental delay and deterioration in brain development (Johnson et al 2006).

In collaboration with the World Health Organization (WHO) Regional Office for Europe, the University of Birmingham carried out a survey of 33 European (excluding Russian-speaking) countries in 2002, as a part of the EU Daphne programme to combat violence to women and children. The study mapped the number and characteristics of children under the age of 3 in residential care (Browne et al 2004, 2005a) and found 23,099 children aged less than 3 years (out of an overall population of 20.6 million under 3) had spent more than three months in institutions, of ten children or more, without a parent. This represents 11 children in every 10,000 under 3 years in residential care institutions.

The figures varied greatly between the different countries. Four countries had none or less than 1 per 10,000 children under 3 in residential care were found in Russia (10,411), Romania (4,564), Belgium (2,760) and Hungary (2,676). Only 11 children in every 10,000 under 3 years in residential care institutions.

The figures varied greatly between the different countries. Four countries had none or less than 1 per 10,000 children under 3 in institutional care were found in Russia (10,411), Romania (4,564), Belgium (2,760) and Hungary (2,676). Only 11 children in every 10,000 under 3 years in institutional care institutions.

The figures varied greatly between the different countries. Four countries had none or less than 1 per 10,000 children under 3 in institutional care were found in Russia (10,411), Romania (4,564), Belgium (2,760) and Hungary (2,676). Only 11 children in every 10,000 under 3 years in institutional care institutions.

The figures varied greatly between the different countries. Four countries had none or less than 1 per 10,000 children under 3 in institutional care were found in Russia (10,411), Romania (4,564), Belgium (2,760) and Hungary (2,676). Only 11 children in every 10,000 under 3 years in institutional care institutions.
in the absolute number of children in institutional care in this specific region. However, if the decline in birth rate is taken into account, the proportion of the child population in social care facilities has actually increased by 3% since the collapse of the communist system. He proposes the reason to be the social consequences of economic transition in these countries. This has led to increased unemployment, migration of workers, family breakdown and single parenthood. Hence, living in “poverty is a significant underlying factor in the decision” to place a child in institutional care. Nevertheless, research surveys have discovered that there are many institutionalised young children in most parts of Europe.

Reasons for institutional care

When comparing Western Europe with other parts of Europe, Browne et al (2004) find different reasons for children being taken into institutional care. Figure 1 gives the official cited reasons for under-3’s being in social care facilities for six of the 14 eu member states using this practice (1x excluded) in 2003. The vast majority of children (69%) were placed in residential care institutions because of abuse and neglect, 4% due to abandonment, 4% because of disability and 23% for social reasons, such as family ill-health or parents in prison. No biological orphans (i.e., without living parents) were placed in institutions.

By contrast, figure 2 gives the official cited reasons for under-3’s being in social care facilities for 11 of the 14 other countries surveyed with this practice (Iceland, Norway and Slovenia excluded) in 2003. Only 14% were placed in institutions due to abuse or neglect, 32% were abandoned, 23% had a disability, 25% were ‘social orphans’ (placed because of family ill-health and incapacity) and 6% were true biological orphans.

Overall, children were most often institutionalised in Western Europe for abuse and neglect whereas, in other parts of Europe, it was mainly because of abandonment and disability. This evidence supports Richard Carter’s idea of institutional childcare being associated with poverty and social change in countries experiencing economic transition. Overall, only 4% of children in institutional care were biological orphans (both parents deceased), despite the fact that institutions for young children are often called ‘orphanages’. This title gives a very distorted view of the actual situation and promotes national and inter-country adoption at the expense of parental and child rights.

Promoting the rights of the child

Countries in transition have been observed to use international adoption as an economically attractive solution to prevent long-term institutional care of children. According to the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (crc), every child has the right to grow up in a family. However, employing inter-country adoption as a solution to long-term institutional care is not always in the best interests of the child (Bainham 2003). According to Article 21 of the crc (1989), it should only be considered as a last resort.

Countries in transition that provide a market for international adoption would better serve the interests of their children by developing adequate community support services. In this situation, healthcare and social services support would be offered to parents and surrogate parents before adoption is considered. Yet, this rarely happens (Bainham 2003).

Countries with low public health and social services spending are more likely to have higher numbers of institutionalised children. This is possibly due to a lack of the mother-child residential care facilities and counselling services that can prevent abandonment and rehabilitate parents who are at risk of abusing/neglecting their child. Furthermore, in the absence of adequate health and social services for parents (e.g., mental health and alcohol/drug addiction services), children are likely to remain in institutional care for longer periods of time and adoption may become their only way out.

Browne et al’s (2004, 2005a) European survey found a significant positive association between gross domestic product (gdp) and abuse and/or neglect being the cited reason for placing children in residential care. This is not surprising given that child protection procedures are associated with economically developed countries. Overall, children in countries with lower gdp and health expenditure had larger proportions of young children in institutions. Reasons for institutionalisation were associated mainly with abandonment, disability and medical problems.

The survey also showed that in Central and Eastern European countries in transition spent less on institutional care per child compared with economically developed countries in Western Europe (with the exception of Portugal). Therefore conditions for a child in institutional care were much better in the second ‘developed’ country group. Nevertheless, from observation, the better conditions are mainly associated with the physical care of the child and the physical environment of the institutions rather than social care and an interactive environment. Regardless of a country’s expenditure per child, the survey consistently found the mean cost of institutional care to be significantly higher than the mean cost of foster care for both disabled and able-bodied children. Hence, family-based care for children in need can benefit the taxpayer as well as the child.

Moving children out of institutions

The latest research from the Daphne programme team (Browne et al 2005b) looked at residential care for the under-5’s in seven European countries (Denmark, France, Greece, Hungary, Poland, Romania and Slovakia). The data show the average age of children entering an institution (of 25 children or more) to be 11 months. Children spend an average of 15 months in institutional care before being placed elsewhere. Approximately one in five children returned to their parents or relatives, 63% entered a new family (foster care or adoption) and a quarter were moved to another institution (of 11 children or more). The study found that countries with better community support services were more likely to base their decisions on the child’s needs and to provide better preparation for the move. Most countries assessed children’s physical, health
and developmental needs together with the physical environment and carer suitability. However, only half of the disabled children with their disability assessed as part of the decision-making process and only 38% of children with siblings were placed with one of their siblings.

It is important to emphasise that the deinstitutionalisation process may further damage children if the transition is too rapid, as observed in Romania (Mulheir et al 2004) or if the needs of the children are not considered or treated as a priority. Up to a third of children who leave institutions show disability or developmental delay and require follow-up home visits by professionals and a significant investment from community health and social services (Browne et al 2005b).

Investing in such community services may help prevent children entering residential care in the first place. In most countries of the European region, state-funded community care of children requires further investment and development in order to promote the rights of the child in line with the CRC (UNCED 1989).

**Conclusions**

Normal child development is based on regular and frequent one-to-one interaction with a parent or foster parent. This is especially important for the under-3s because the early years are critical for brain development. Therefore, it is recommended that no child of less than 3 years should be placed in a residential care institution without a parent/foster parent. High-quality in-home child care should only be used as an emergency measure to protect or treat children. Even then, it is recommended that the length of stay should be as short as possible and non-violent parents should be encouraged to visit or stay with the child. Hence, the vast majority of childcare experts argue that all residential care institutions for children under five should be closed and the children in them returned to family-based care. However, the under-5s currently living in institutional care should be moved to family-based care only when foster families have been carefully assessed, recruited and trained and associated community services are in place. Deinstitutionalisation without comprehensive assessments on the suitability of kin, foster or adopting family carers, prior to the move, will place the child at risk of entering a placement that cannot meet their needs.
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**The untouchable guardian**

**The State and Aboriginal children in the child welfare system in Canada**

Child welfare work has two key purposes: 1) to enforce legislative standards for the safety of children; and 2) to provide for children removed from their caregivers by the State (Martin 2003). In Canada, the State is guardian to over 85,000 children in care (Tweedle 2005). The State therefore touches the lives of many families, yet it remains largely untouched by enforceable policing of its own responsibilities.

This is particularly true for Aboriginal children who are vastly over-represented in the Canadian child welfare system. Despite representing only 5% of the child population, Aboriginal children account for an estimated 30–40% of children in state-run or state-sanctioned child welfare authorities (Farris et al. 2003). Blackstock et al. (2005) indicated that Status First Nations children constitute the majority of Aboriginal children in care. The authors noted that amongst three provinces collecting disaggregated child-in-care data, 10% of the population of First Nations children were in child welfare care. This compares to just over 0.5% of other children and 0.31% of Metis children. National data from the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development suggests that the number of Status Indian children resident on reserves has increased by a staggering 70.4% between 1995 and 2003 (Canada 2003). Young children aged 0–7 represent over 30% of Aboriginal children coming to the attention of child welfare (Treviño et al. 2004). However, to date there has been very little analysis on the developmental impacts of child welfare intervention on Aboriginal children in their early years.

This article argues that the failure of the state to redress disproportionate structural risks to Aboriginal children, to provide equitable family support and proper support for Aboriginal children in care places the child welfare system in a situation where it may well be neglecting the very children it removed from families for reasons of neglect. Recommendations for policy change are discussed.

**Child welfare delivery to First Nations children and families in Canada**

Each of Canada’s 10 provinces and three territories has jurisdiction over child welfare in its region. The federal government funds child welfare services for Status Indian children resident on reserves. As a result of mass removal of First Nations children from communities in the 1960s, First Nations began developing their own child welfare programmes on reserves. These are known as First Nations Child and Family Service Agencies (FNCFSAs). They must operate pursuant to the provincial child welfare legislation. However, they are funded by the federal government for on-reserve services pursuant to a national funding formula known as Directive 20–1 (except in Ontario where a separate funding agreement exists). It is important to note that there is no link between the provincial jurisdiction and the federal funding formula. First Nations have reported that funding levels have not kept pace with legislative requirements. This has resulted in a two-tiered child welfare system, where First Nations children on reserves receive inferior child welfare services. FNCFSAs report (and research confirms) that funding levels supporting a myriad of child welfare services (including child maltreatment prevention) are inadequate (McDonald and Ladd 2000; Blackstock et al. 2005.) Off reserves, the provinces have sole jurisdiction and responsibility for child welfare services for First Nations children and their families. In the past, the provincial child welfare authorities (or agencies under license from
the province) provided the vast majority of child welfare services to First Nations children, but recent research has been dedicated to development of Aboriginal child and family service agencies serving urban areas.

Identification and response to child maltreatment

The Canadian Incidence Study of Reported Child Abuse and Neglect (Trocme et al 2001) indicates that First Nations children comprise the largest group of Aboriginal children coming to the attention of child welfare agencies (65% of investigated cases). Aboriginal children were less likely than their non-Aboriginal peers to be reported for physical or sexual abuse but were twice as likely to be reported for neglect. The key drivers of neglect were poverty, poor housing and substance misuse (Trocme et al 2004).

Theoretically, assessment of neglect should consider whether the caregiver can influence the risk factors that lead to child neglect. However, Aboriginal parents are unlikely to improve their living standards or housing without external support. Ida Nicolaisen, a member of the United Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues, observes that although the source of the risk to the child may be structural, the assessment of responsibility for changing the risk continues to reside with the caregiver, meaning that ‘indigenous children continued to be removed from their families by welfare agencies that equated poverty with neglect’ (United Nations 2003, p. 5).

First Nations children served by provincial child welfare authorities

Although many provinces report disproportionate rates of First Nations children in care, there has been a lack of proportionate investment in research designed to analyse the efficacy of mainstream child welfare approaches for First Nations children and families. The importance of further study in this area is underlined by one province that recently undertook a review of its family support expenditures related to First Nations children in care. First Nations children represent over 80% of the children in care in this province and the province has made an effort to work with First Nations people to redress the situation. Despite the provincial goodwill, an analysis of the family support budget revealed that only 20% was allocated to First Nations families (Flette 2005). Children’s advocates in other regions encouraged the provinces to further develop culturally appropriate services in partnership with First Nations, Métis and Inuit peoples (Saskatchewan Children’s Advocate 2004, Alberta Child Advocate 2005).

First Nations child and family service agencies

As noted earlier, FNCFASs are funded by the federal government pursuant to a national funding formula but must follow provincial child welfare legislation. This operational regime restricts the degree to which services can be culturally based. It also introduces a context in which the agency itself has little or no influence over the statutory responsibilities it must uphold or the amount of resources it receives. The situation is further complicated by the fact that the legislation and funding amounts are not linked. FNCFASs thus report that funding levels have lagged behind progressive legislative changes, resulting in inequities of service to children on reserves. These reports have been confirmed by three separate studies (McDonald and Ladd 2000; Shangreaux 2004; Blackstock et al 2005). McDonald and Ladd (2000) found that FNCFASs receive an average of 22% less per child than mainstream child welfare agencies, despite the higher service needs of families on reserves. Shangreaux (2004) confirmed that FNCFASs report significant under-funding of prevention services. The same author notes that this under-funding and the resulting lack of services has resulted in higher numbers of First Nations children being placed in child welfare care.

To make matters worse, most provincial governments provide no funding for family and child support services on reserves. Neither is there much help from voluntary sector organisations (Blackstock 2005 Nadijiwan and Blackstock 2003). In contrast, non-Aboriginal families who are experiencing or at risk of experiencing child maltreatment benefit from both of these service sectors and from enhanced levels of family support provided by mainstream child welfare services. Given the multi-generational impacts of colonisation, the resulting high levels of service need, and the comparative dearth of family and child support services, it is not surprising that First Nations children are over-represented in care.

The State as guardian for children in care

Unfortunately, despite the large numbers of Aboriginal children coming into contact with child welfare, there are no studies examining their specific experiences. However, research documenting the views of young people in state care in Canada indicates that the quality of care has not improved significantly over the past 30 years (Alderman 2003). Findings suggest that young people continue to face early and abrupt emancipation from care, multiple placements, inadequate physical and sexual health care and poor educational outcomes. They also have no meaningful participation in the decisions that affect them (National Youth In Care Network 2001; Casey Family Programs 2001). Additionally, young people report that the child welfare system is over-reliant on pharmaceuticals to control problem behaviour. In addition, there is inadequate counselling and peer support to address the causes of behavioural problems. Overall, the perception of young people in care is that they are stigmatised and marginalised and devalued as citizens because the state deemed itself a better ‘parent’ than their own families (Lambe, in press; Manser 2004).

“After the tour of that facility, I was appalled. I would not, and could not, eat in that cafeteria.”

(Conference participant comment after a tour of a 200-bed group home for youth, 2004)

The State, having removed children from their homes for neglect and child maltreatment, surely has an obligation to model the highest level of parenting that it expects from its citizens. The cessation of state responsibility for children in care is also a problem. As Statistics Canada (2002) indicates, most young people will return home to live with their families at least once during their early 20’s, and the average leaving home age is around 24 years. Child welfare authorities, however, continue to use age guidelines for the discharge from care (typically 16 years to 18 years) resulting in many young people not receiving supports needed in early adulthood.

On a more positive note, there is some evidence to suggest that FNCFASs are much more effective at ensuring that First Nations children are placed with culturally matched caregivers than mainstream agencies (Blackstock et al 2005). For example, a sample of 12 FNCFASs reported that they were able to place 74% of children in care in culturally matched placements. This compared to a rate of 2.5% for the province of British Columbia (B.C. Children’s Commission 1998).

Turning the corner: An opportunity for change

As the First Nations Child and Family Caring Society of Canada noted in its submission to the Senate Human Rights Committee (2005), there is a need to understand that the risks facing First Nations children and young people are not intransigent – it is possible to make a difference for this generation. The first step involves breaking the systemic tolerance of the high degree of risk experienced by First Nations children. This could be achieved by employing a sustained level of attention and investment proportionate to the need. The following actions by the child welfare system would also significantly augment the quality of care provided to First Nations children, young people and their families:

1. Affirm the ability of Aboriginal peoples to make the best decisions for Aboriginal children and young people.
2. Provide equitable and culturally appropriate family support services that provide First Nations caregivers the same opportunity to care safely for their children as their non-Aboriginal peers.
3. Provide social work to better identify and respond to structural risk factors that impact on the safety and well being of First Nations children and families.
4. Ensure that children in care receive a level of parenting from the state that reflects its sacred trust and responsibility of being a parent – for life, not just to age 16 or 18.
5. Improve coordination of efforts between early childhood programmes and child welfare.
6. Ensure consistent collection of disaggregated child welfare data by Aboriginal cultural group and by developmental stage amongst all provinces and FNCFASs.
7. Ensure that child welfare monitoring systems have the authority to enforce compliance with evidence-based recommendations for policy and practice change.

As a State Party to the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child and one of the richest nations in the world, Canada must move forward.
to implement progressive policy solutions in partnership with First Nations. There are many reasons why Canada should make a difference for First Nations children — perhaps the most important reason is because it can.
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How poverty separates children and parents
A challenge to family continuity and human rights

Jean Marie Anglade, International Movement ATD Fourth World

“In efforts to protect their children, very poor parents continually find themselves faced with unfair and inhuman choices in their daily life.” (Nitin Desai, United Nations Under-Secretary-General, 2004)

“There has... been insufficient attention paid to the impact of policies on families, and insufficient regard for the contributions families make to the well-being of their members... Policies must contribute to strengthening the support functions that families are already providing and they must help families to cope with the challenges they individually and collectively face.” (Johan Schölvinck, United Nations Division for Social Policy and Development, 2004)

In both developed and developing countries, extreme poverty often results in parents becoming separated from their children. Yet two research studies (ATD Fourth World 2004a and b) have highlighted the importance of family and community ties to those living in persistent poverty all over the world. Both parents and children expressed a deep desire that actions taken on behalf of the children should build on these ties. The issues and examples presented below are drawn from these studies.

Extreme poverty can break down family ties
As in other social environments, families living in extreme poverty can experience periods of internal tension and conflict. Insecurities (such as irregular income with resulting deprivation and frequent relocation) and humiliations in their lives often intensify such tensions and hasten the breakdown of family ties. In rich countries, the social services often consider the best way to protect children in such circumstances is to remove them from the family home through an administrative ruling or legal procedure. Although such a decision is sometimes taken with the parents’ consent, the vast majority of poor families who lose their children in this way indicate that the experience feels like a punishment. Far too often, alternative solutions that would address the underlying tensions within the family are not sufficiently explored. In addition, the aspirations of parents and children are not given sufficient weight in the final decision. Examples from the UK and the USA show this procedure often results in strained and difficult dialogue and, at times, harsh confrontations between parents and social service workers.

When the social services or the courts place children in care, the decision often seems to be based on a fear that the children’s poor living conditions will harm their development or prevent them from receiving adequate schooling. Yet recent research in the UK shows that children placed in care perform far less well in school than other children, even allowing for the negative effects of lack of opportunities in early childhood (Social Exclusion Unit 2003).

In developing countries, the reasons for family break-up are quite different. Although the legal and social systems are less involved with families living in extreme poverty, separations are still imposed by social and economic realities. In Burkina Faso, for example, harsh living conditions in rural areas and the hope of a better life encourage children and young people to leave the family home for the capital city. In Haiti, many poor parents entrust the care of
The International Movement ATD Fourth World is an NGO dedicated to combating extreme poverty and promoting human rights. It was founded in 1957 in a shantytown near Paris, by Joseph Wresinski (1917–1988), who himself came from a family living in extreme poverty. ATD Fourth World teams work in 29 countries in Europe, Africa, Asia and the Americas. Through its Permanent Forum on Extreme Poverty, an international network of anti-poverty organisations and human rights defenders, the International Movement ATD Fourth World brings together experience and knowledge from over 100 countries.

Broken family ties: a human rights challenge

The real-life experience of families touched by severe poverty has brought us to link the concepts of 'fundamental ties' and 'fundamental rights' because safeguarding the ties between parents and their children is intrinsically related to upholding human rights as a whole. Based on our experiences with very poor families, two guiding principles appear to be of prime importance in protecting these basic ties: 'family continuity' and 'community ties'. These principles should be taken into account in all child-related programmes or measures.

Encouraging 'family continuity'

The concept of 'family continuity' appeared first in the USA and was later developed in other countries, particularly in Sweden. It emphasises the priority that should be given to lifelong relationships; more specifically to the family ties that play a central role in child development. This means that steps should be taken to identify, support and enhance the ties that exist, not only between parents and children, but also among siblings and members of the extended family. Relationships with grandparents, uncles, aunts, cousins or close family friends are especially important to children who are placed in care. Such ties will provide the children with a sense of continuity, since placement in foster families is likely to involve them a series of short-term, unpredictable and sometimes repeatedly broken contacts.

The network of extended family relations is drawn on and strengthened through ‘family-group conferences’. These originated in New Zealand and are now being implemented in additional countries. Convened when a family is going through a difficult period or a crisis, they involve the extended family in identifying its own solutions to the problem at hand. Special attention is paid to the opinions of the parties most closely concerned, i.e., the parents and the children.
The community: A source of basic support for the poor and the very poor

At the International Children’s Forum held by the Fourth World in Geneva, the children declared: “For us, family is the most important thing. Without families, we can’t live; we can’t grow up. But families can’t exist unless there is friendship in our communities. Without friendship, life is not possible.”

There is thus a relationship between support for family ties and support for community ties, as illustrated by projects carried out in 10 European countries (Fourth World 2004b). Some of the projects sought to provide solutions in crisis situations while others focused on strengthening existing neighbourhood or community ties. One of the aims of the second type of projects was to reduce the isolation of extremely poor parents and to help them establish positive contacts in their immediate environment. Experience has shown that when families benefit from such support, it is easier to find solutions in times of crisis. These projects launched initiatives such as parent groups, outings, holidays and cultural activities with parents and children.

While societies in some industrialised countries seem to berediscovering the importance of community ties, these still hold a central place in many developing countries. However, they are being weakened as these countries develop. In Burkina Faso, for example, initiation rites used to play an important role in community support systems. If the village (or place or their children’s school) could correct the behaviour of another person’s child. Parents were never alone in raising their children; when a parent said “no”, he or she was also the responsibility of the other members of the community. In this way, they could increase solidarity and reduce the marginalisation of the very poor. It would therefore be advantageous to give social care professionals the required training and resources to do this. Such an approach would improve the wellbeing of children and their families.

There is thus a relationship between support for community ties but they can play an important role in supporting their development. The mandate of social services should therefore include fostering support mechanisms within a community. In this way, they could increase solidarity and reduce the marginalisation of the very poor. It would therefore be advantageous to give social care professionals the required training and resources to do this. Such an approach would improve the wellbeing of children and their families.
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The need for international guidelines

Children in prison with their mothers

Rachel Brett and Megan Bastick, Quaker United Nations Office, Geneva

If a woman with a young child is sentenced to a term of imprisonment, should her child accompany her into prison? And if a young child does live in prison with their mother, what measures are required to ensure they develop normally?

These are difficult questions, and they will be answered differently in different countries. Norway has a policy that children cannot stay with their mothers in prison at all. In neighbouring Finland, children may live in prison until they are 2 years old. In Colombia, children may live in prison until they are 3, in Bolivia until they are 6, and in a Mexican Federal prison, until they are 12 years old. In Ghana, children stay in prisons only while they are being breastfed, while in Kenya they may stay until they are 4 years old.

Facilities vary widely between and within countries. A number of countries have ‘open’ prisons for mothers with young children, or ‘mother and baby’ units. In others, babies live in prison without their presence being registered or monitored by the State, and without any special provision being made for them.

Best interests

When assessing whether to allow a particular child to enter prison (or if born in prison, to stay there) with their mother, the best interests of the child should be the primary consideration, as set out in Article 3(1) of the CRC.

However, experts disagree as to whether being in prison with one’s mother is in the best interests of a child, and little research has been done to shed light on the question. Growing up in prison might retard a child’s mental, emotional and physical development. At the same time, separating a small child from its mother, particularly between the ages of 6 months and 4 years, risks damaging the mother–child relationship and the child’s development (AMA 1997). Birth and early childcare expert Sheila Kitzinger argues, “Whenever a baby is taken away from its mother we punish the baby as well as the mother... Separation is an emotional mutilation for both of them” (Kitzinger 2005).

Catan (1992) studied 74 infants residing in prison units with their mothers in the UK. The author compared these with a control group of 33 infants, of which two-thirds were looked after by extended family and one-third by social services or foster parents. Catan found that a significant number of infants born in the prison nursery and then immediately placed with caregivers other than their mother did not experience the benefits of continuity of care during infancy. However, the study concluded that there was a strong, healthy attachment pattern among infants and their mothers in the prison nursery programme.

However, Catan’s study identified short-term detrimental effects on the locomotor, social and cognitive development of the infants who spent four months or longer in a prison unit. These deficits disappeared soon after the infants were transferred to a non-prison environment. The researchers concluded that the nursery units were unable to promote the skills necessary for developmental growth as the child gets older, due to limitations in the design of the nurseries (lack of space and availability of toys, etc.). Busch-Rossnagel et al. (1990), studying 12 infants in a US prison nursery programme, also found the children to have below-normal levels of development, and this was attributed to the lack of variety in daily stimulation.
Catan’s work is interpreted as evidence that prison is not an appropriate environment for healthy child development (Howard League for Penal Reform 1995). However, the studies cited pose more questions than they answer. For example, how can the benefits of mother–child attachment be weighted against the risk of developmental deficit? What facilities would prevent any developmental deficit? At what age would developmental deficits be less apparent between children in prison and those in a non-prison environment? If the mother’s prison sentence is very long, is it better for her child to be removed from her early so he/she can bond with the alternative caregiver?

The Council of Europe’s Committee on Social, Health and Family Affairs (2000) has examined the question of mothers and babies in prison. The report states:

“Prison is not a healthy environment for babies and young children. The mother is inevitably under stress, prisons tend to be noisy and privacy is difficult. Stimulation is severely restricted. Many prisons holding babies and young children have few specially trained staff, poor play and exercise facilities, and the development of movement skills is restricted. Many mothers in prisons in Europe have little, or in some cases no, right to go outside the prison walls with their babies, and consequently the babies never see trees, traffic, animals or experience ordinary family life. The children have little opportunity to bond or form relationships with other family members, particularly their father and brothers and sisters. Food is often restricted to tins or prepared baby foods.”

The report concludes that “keeping a baby in prison is inadvisable, and separation is damaging”. The report sees the solution as lying primarily in greater preparedness to make decisions regarding babies and small children living in prisons. Such guidelines should be firmly based on the CRC.

Decision-making

In all decisions concerning children of convicted mothers, the best interests of the child must be a primary consideration. This includes the responsibility of the State to ensure the child has special protection and assistance. An infant may be separated from his or her parents only when determined by a competent authority that such separation is in the best interests of the child. Decisions as to whether or not a small child lives in prison with the mother must be made on a case-by-case basis.

The decision-making process must take due consideration of the rights of all those directly affected, i.e., mothers, fathers and children, and establish mechanisms that allow all those concerned to actively participate in the decision-making process.

Provisions for children living in prison with their mother

The reception of the child into the prison should be recorded, and monitoring mechanisms must be in place to supervise the child’s welfare. Child welfare services, rather than prison authorities, should have primary responsibility for making decisions regarding children in prison, and specialists in social work and child development should supervise their care. It should be possible for the child to leave the prison at any time if circumstances dictate this would be in their best interest.

The reception of the child into the prison should be made on a case-by-case basis. In addition, infants who are in prison need suitable facilities to ensure their healthy development. The Quaker United Nations Office in Geneva has been working within the UN system to promote some form of international guidelines that set standards for decisions regarding babies and small children living in prisons. Such guidelines should be firmly based on the CRC.

Mechanisms must be in place to protect children residing in prisons from all forms of physical or mental violence, including sexual abuse, neglect or negligent treatment whilst in the care of their parent or any other person. The use of physical disciplinary measures and corporal punishment should be prohibited. Children in prison must be given appropriate medical treatment and immunisation, and have access to specialist child health services.

Young children in prison with their mothers should be housed in special mother and child units, preferably in open prisons and certainly separate from the general prison population. These units should have all the facilities that a nursing mother would normally have in the community, and should provide the children with a stimulating and safe environment. For example, in the Netherlands “children up to the age of four are accommodated at Ter Peel…set in 25 acres of wooded land with no high wall and minimal security. Because of this, most of the 102 mothers who used the unit in its first two years were convinced that their children did not realise they were staying in a prison…A great deal of effort has been made to provide the children with a home-like environment. At Ter Peel, ten rooms were converted to provide a purpose-built, self-contained unit suitable for babies and toddlers. Mother and baby are accommodated in two adjoining rooms, one for the mother, one for the child. There is also a communal dining room and living area with kitchen and well-equipped indoor and outdoor play areas.” (Caddle 1998).

Children must be permitted to leave the prison, and should be given as many opportunities as possible to participate in ordinary life outside. For example, older children should have regular access to nurseries and preschools outside the prison to give them space for normal personal and social development. Children should also have regular contact with other family members, with their fathers in particular.

Removing the child from prison

As with the decision to allow a child to live in prison, any decision to remove a child from prison must be based on the best interests of the child, determined on a case-by-case basis. Age limits should not be applied inflexibly. Consideration must be given to how much longer the mother is likely to be in prison, and what alternative care options are available.

If a decision is made to remove a child from prison, the authorities (preferably led by child welfare specialists) must take responsibility for ensuring that good alternative care arrangements are made. All decisions as to what are the best arrangements for the child must be taken on the basis of the child’s best interests. The mother, other family members, child welfare specialists, all relevant state welfare agencies and the child (if old enough), should participate in the decision-making process.

If a child is to leave the prison, special transitional arrangements such as overnight or weekend visits might ease the difficulty of separation for mother and child. These will also help the child to settle gradually into their alternative care situation. When the child is living outside the prison, every effort should be made to encourage regular and quality contact with the mother.

The growing call for attention to young children with an imprisoned mother

The UN Committee on the Rights of the Child is increasingly urging States to ensure the rights of children of imprisoned mothers. During its 2004 Discussion Day on Early Childhood Development, the Committee identified “children living with mothers in prisons” as being among the most vulnerable children. The Committee has highlighted children living in prison with their mother or father in its recent Concluding Observations regarding Iran, Bolivia, the Philippines and Nepal. A number of UN independent experts on human rights (UN Commission on Human Rights ‘Special Procedures’ on countries or thematic issues) have also drawn attention to poor prison conditions for children living with their mothers in Belarus, Sudan and Afghanistan.

There is an urgent need for child rights, welfare and development specialists to join in this debate and
to use their voices and their expertise to improve conditions for children living in prisons with their mothers.
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Children of imprisoned parents in France

The Fédération des Relais Enfants-Parents (REP) is a French non-governmental organisation that works to raise awareness among social, political and judicial policymakers of the needs of children of imprisoned parents, REP links children with their imprisoned parents, thereby helping to safeguard their psychological and emotional development.

Out of approximately 85,000 people serving sentences or in custody on remand in French prisons each year, approximately 80 percent are parents. An estimated 140,000 children in France have parents who are imprisoned. There is no coherent policy concerning these children, nor is there any one statutory body with responsibility to deal with this issue. Few systematic records are kept on the number of children affected and data for individuals on remand are particularly lacking. Only children aged 18 months or less are allowed to live in prison with a parent.

REP works to support children of all ages, and attention is given to the specific needs of individuals. The organisation aims to restore the child’s place in the parent-child relationship. It does this by giving the child a voice in the decision-making process. Once children express a wish to visit their parents, REP strives to provide as neutral a setting as possible.

The programme does not focus on any single methodology. Instead, it has developed a mosaic of different approaches and angles and a menu of methods and strategies from which appropriate choices can be made. These include:
- accompanying children on prison visits
- providing craft workshops for imprisoned parents
- providing mediation services to improve communication between caregivers and inmates
- providing individual counselling services
- providing supervised play areas inside prisons.

The project is a joint venture between REP and the judiciary institutions, in which REP acts as a bridge between the prison and the outside world. This alliance has helped change the climate within the French penal system so that the rights and needs of children are now considered to a greater extent.

Since it was established in 1986, REP has grown from a small pilot project to a nationwide network of associations. It now reaches large numbers of children and is supported by a huge number of volunteers, who work with both parents and children. These volunteers receive training and this investment has brought dividends to the programme.

In addition to parents and children, REP works with prison personnel, nursery school teachers and social workers. These groups are open to new ideas and initiatives that will help them achieve their child-centered goals. One idea put forward by REP and adopted by social workers is the provision of maisons vertes. These are community-based meeting places where parents and children can get together outside of prison.

On the regional level, REP is a founding member of the European networking initiative known as the European Committee for Children of Imprisoned Parents (EUROCHIPS), supported by the Bernard van Leer Foundation. The mission of EUROCHIPS is to monitor the welfare of the children of imprisoned parents all over Europe, to influence European regulations and to raise awareness of the need for European-wide policy that takes account of those children’s needs.

Note
1 The European Committee for Children of Imprisoned Parents is a European-wide initiative on behalf of children with an imprisoned parent. With its network of partners active within prison-related, child’s rights and child-welfare fields in France, Belgium, the UK, Luxembourg, Italy, the Netherlands, Sweden and other countries, EUROCHIPS is seeking to boost awareness and achieve new ways of thinking, acting and interacting on issues concerning prisoners’ children.
“There is an invisible social wall between children in care and the community”

An interview with Emmanuel Sherwin

Emmanuel Sherwin spent his childhood in out-of-home care in Ireland as of the age of 4; first in kinship foster care, then in residential care. Now 24, he is Youth Chairperson for the International Foster Care Organisation (IFCO) and a vocal advocate for change in attitudes and practice regarding alternative care solutions.

As Emmanuel would say, “if you’re doing market research, you don’t survey the producers, you talk to the consumers.” So for the “In Practice” section of this ECM, rather than interview the head of an out-of-home care programme, we chose to put our questions to Emmanuel.

You were already speaking out on out-of-home care issues when you were a teenager – but young people aren’t listened to, are they?

I’ve been involved in advocacy for children in care since 1996, when I was 15. In my view, 16–20-year-olds are the best placed to do this – they want to make sure that the system that failed them does not fail others.

But it’s true that, as a child or young person, it’s hard to make your voice heard. That age-group is Thailand to make an impact on the profession.

In my own situation, it was a case of traditional kinship care, and there was a reliance on richer members of the family to provide for us. When the richest could no longer cope – they were starting to raise their own family – it was the next-richest that took over. We literally moved down the hierarchy of wealth.

Emmanuel Sherwin

In my view, every childcare residential facility should be closed – not in the way they did in some European countries, closing them one minute and then realising the next that they needed them after all, but more like they are doing it in Bulgaria, progressively. It’s great too, that international pressure on developing countries can sometimes bring about change quicker than in the industrialised world – just after the recent Discussion Day on children without parental care1, for example, Argentina moved ahead with a national law to progressively close all forms of institutional care, and has asked international expert noses to assist them in the transition.

The aim should be to have units with something like two care staff for four or five children: the ratio has to be economically viable, of course, and they would need to have an administrator so that other staff can concentrate solely on care and not have to deal with accounts and so on. At the moment, residential care staff often tend to have to do everything, and they simply don’t have enough time to care. These units can supplement kinship or foster care by specialising in looking after children who have been severely abused – and, as far as older children are concerned, those who simply cannot function in a purely family environment because of their experiences. With staff-child ratios of 1:2, residential care could essentially come under the banner of family-based care – it would be close enough as to make little difference.

But the staff also need to feel supported. Their remuneration is often very low – because of that, you get unqualified staff, and when you put them together with disgruntled children, that becomes a no-win solution.

Can we look for a moment at your personal experience?

I've seen that all your emails carry the slogan “Make Baby Homes History”…

Currently this is the main advocacy thrust of IFCO. Personally I can’t imagine a worse thing than growing up in an institution, anywhere, even in the industrialised world. It’s been proven since the 1920s and ’30s that growing up in institutional care is physiologically, psychologically and emotionally harmful for children. It’s worst, of course, for the youngest children, those in the 0-3 age-group. In any case, children in institutional care is virtually tantamount to choosing to handicap them for life. So indeed, we have to “make baby homes history”.

In my view, every childcare residential facility should be closed – not in the way they did in some European countries, closing them one minute and then realising the next that they needed them after all, but more like they are doing it in Bulgaria, progressively. It’s great too, that international pressure on developing countries can sometimes bring about change quicker than
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when the first thing the social worker tells you is that you're going to a good place but to 'residential care' – even as a youngster that negative connotation is at the back of your mind.

Then there is the stigmatisation. Can you imagine going home from school every day in a bus boldly marked with the logo and name of a charity or of the local child welfare or health service? Or to walk under an arch every day with a sign that says “Regional Health Authority” or “Childcare Centre”. The words are often no better than the public authorities in this. It's clear stigmatisation. And it's no better than using children for advertising – it’s like putting a “Sponsored by Coca Cola” sign on all the kids' T-shirts.

In emergency placements, the children are sometimes picked up by the police in a marked vehicle – essentially they arrest the child and take them to the facility. One case I know in Ireland involved a boy of 6 who was picked up to be taken to a care facility by the police on the day after his parents were killed – can you imagine how he felt? I’ve heard other stories like that from the UK, the UK and Sweden. They are not uncommon. And of course in other countries young children are picked up by the police and placed in institutions simply because they are on the streets.

Then there’s the problem of a child’s isolation from the family after removal.

We’ve heard that when a child is removed from parental care in Poland, the aim will be to move him or her no more than 400 metres from the family home. This is a superb response. But elsewhere, sometimes we're not talking about 400 metres but 400 kilometres or more – how is the family – even outside financial considerations – ever going to be able to maintain contact with that child? Social services simply cannot make it happen.

It's vital to take account of the social and cultural identity of the child, and his or her personal interests. When you're 8, playing football with your own team can be tremendously important. There’s nothing any social services can do to maintain those bonds if the first step is to de-localise the child – even if it’s just 5 kilometres, it will probably be too complicated to arrange for the child to attend his or her usual school. And, to add to the problem, instantly the whole community knows that this is a foster child or a child in residential care – more stigma!

Social workers should show children the different types of care available – a residential facility, a community-based unit, and so on – so they can have an informed say in the choice of placement.

I know it’s a cliché, but it comes to a child’s right to make an informed say in the choice of placement. And the solution needs to be found where the child lives.

Logistically it may not be easy to find a suitable and physically close alternative, but we certainly have to try to create such solutions if we are to respond appropriately to children who are removed from parental care. In the UK, Surrey County Council social services are doing a good job in this respect: they ran an advertising campaign that won the British Advertising Award one year, literally marketing foster care as a ‘product’ and as a profitable activity – which it actually can be if you have an annual turnover of £1m – this is arbitrary deprivation of liberty in the guise of protection. But it’s over-protection, and, in my view, it’s not so much designed to protect the children, more to protect the administration from being sued. So many rules seem to be written from that standpoint. Protection needs to stop at the point where it invades the rights of children. When you don’t know how to phone your parents – the staff would call them for you once a week, to keep the phone bills down – or wash your clothes, you're being deprived of education in basic life skills. I’ll always remember what a Romanian kid told me when he came out of the care system there. He couldn’t do anything for himself – he couldn’t even change a light bulb, because it always had to be done by an employee for safety reasons. “It's wonderful to feel free of care,” he said, “but now I'm lost.”

There are other small things that make such a difference. You've got an assigned seat at the dinner table, there’s a cup with your name taped onto it: do you have an assigned seat and one particular cup that you have to use at home?

What about access to a complaints mechanism, someone to talk to?

There's no truly effective recourse anywhere. I get the same kind of information from children in so many countries around the world – it’s virtually treated as an offence to speak up about problems. And you may have been assigned a ‘key worker’ to confide in, but if you have an annual staff turnover of five out of 10, the key worker may hardly know who you are. First and foremost, a child needs to have an emotional attachment to someone. Some publications I’ve seen contain quotes from children that the key worker system saved their lives, but I believe that these comments are filtered, they only pick the one in a thousand that said that. At the end of the day, every child in care should be able to say, “This person, or this system, saved my life.”
I find it very revealing, for example, that the children in care in Eastern Europe whom I’ve met tend to tell you everything almost without knowing you, they need to be able to express all their problems to someone, and normally they can’t do this.

When they want someone to talk to, someone who can take up their concerns, children are not looking to tear down the fences round the facility, they have much more modest desires. Kids in some residential facilities in Western Europe can’t even have an influence on the food they’re given to eat. These kids just want to eat something they like for supper!

Foster care is completely different, there’s no comparison. The family set-up provides the socially accepted mechanism for discussing problems; you can always say, “Dad, why on earth do we have to eat lasagne for dinner at 5 in the afternoon, it would be better at 7?” He might not agree but at least it’s been aired. There’s a cultural norm for redress in the family unit, and residential facilities should be trying to approach the cultural norms of the families that the children are from.

So foster care is the answer?

As far as I am concerned, foster care only works for about 85% of kids, it doesn’t work at all for the other 15%. I could never have lived in a family unit myself, but generally it must be easier if you can: there’s no special logo outside the door, no bars on the windows for protection. Even so, there’s still a need for a social worker to be assigned to each child in foster care so that if there are problems the child always has somewhere to turn for support. A lot of social workers nowadays are quite young, they can easily relate to kids.

But in the industrialised countries at least, foster care is usually looked on as a short-term solution: so what about longer-term stability for children?

Many foster parents love their foster children, they make no distinction between the foster child and their own biological children, especially when the placement becomes a long-term arrangement. They should be given the opportunity of having more influence over choices, of taking more responsibility – being the child’s legal representative where necessary and appropriate, instead of having to turn each time to the biological family, to a sometimes disinterested and sometimes uncooperative father or mother, for a signature or decision. Ireland recently amended its laws to give foster parents a little more say – in giving permission for emergency treatment, for example.

After “Make Baby Homes History!”? I would like our next campaign in the industrialised countries to be “Adoption is an Option!” – it doesn’t seem to be looked upon like that at present. The long-term plan works out in practice as an “in-care” plan, but for a child of 6 whose parents will never be able to look after him or her again, why is it not a legal requirement that adoption be one of the options in a long-term plan? It may exist as an option in theory but it’s not laid on the table. Legislation is very protective of natural parents, but so many children in foster care would love to have the chance of being adopted by their foster parents. At the same time, if the foster parents were to become the legal guardians, they would take on full responsibility without any financial compensation. If your job is a foster parent, you can’t just go from being paid one day to being unemployed the next, just because you adopt. At the very least there needs to be a transitional phase in terms of remuneration or allowances.

So, tackling the problems of out-of-home care in a nutshell?

We need to re-think the care system from zero. Not by trying to work out what’s best for kids, but by going out to talk with them and making the change together.

Note

1 Day of General Discussion on children without parental care, organised by the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child, Geneva, 16 September 2005.

A Cambodian experience

Promoting foster care

Laurence Gray, Director, Advocacy and Child Protection, World Vision Asia-Pacific Region

“A child deprived of living with a family is a lame child. He/she lacks part of his/her constitutive essence thus the exercise of his/her rights will also be lame.” (Maria Rasa Benechtrict, speaking to the United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child, General Discussion, Children without Parental Care, 2005)

Providing care for separated children is a challenge in all contexts. Nowhere is this more apparent than in developing countries emerging from a legacy of conflict. In such environments legal and social structures are not effective. Separated children often must fend for themselves or be placed in large orphanages. This paper describes experience with community-based alternatives for separated children in Cambodia, a country in such a situation.

Why out-of-home care is needed

Cambodia suffered throughout the 1990s from conflict, droughts and flooding. Poverty was widespread and many families became fragmented. Children often had to leave their family home to seek work in urban areas. More recently, Mtv/AIDS and increasing urban poverty have added further to the numbers of children who lack adequate parental care.

Temporary shelters, such as those provided by World Vision, not only provide for the immediate needs of vulnerable children, they also allow families to be traced. Around a third of the homeless children attending World Vision centres have been reunited with their immediate or extended families. However, shelters cannot address the needs of all children. Those unable to find their families or who have been abandoned continue to live on the street and work in hazardous occupations. These ‘separated children’ are the most vulnerable; they often lack legal identity and endure sickness and exploitation. As part of an urban underclass, they would benefit from the development of responsible policy that avoids ad hoc measures, since these are costly in both monetary and developmental terms. “Typically these [measures] are the institutionalization of street children… and imprisonment of delinquent children” (Blanc 1994).

According to Blanc, innovative approaches generally involve local actions as well as the identification of new agents of change. One approach to the problem of separated children is to involve the community in planning a local response. Agents of change include individuals and community networks. These can identify with the needs of the children and respond to them with compassion.

An alternative to institutional placements

Institutions comprise the largest single sector of formalised alternative care. Their role in emergency childcare has been covered extensively in the literature. In Cambodia, institutions are sometimes well-resourced facilities offering a higher level of service than is available to most families. The temptation for families to relinquish their children to an institution may therefore be considerable. However, institutions tend to lead to dependence and segregation, rather than integration in the community. In addition, the costs are extremely high. For example, in Uganda, the cost of institutional care was estimated to be 14 times higher than that of community-based care (UNICEF 2004).

There are also institutions working with disabled or Mtv-positive children. Basic care standards are often low and donors difficult to attract. Institutionalisation is an inherent danger in long-term placements, with the result that those leaving institutional facilities are often young unskilled adults with little connection to the broader community. Children need the affection, attention
and social connections that are associated with family-based placements. Another advantage of community-based programmes is that they can reach and accommodate more (UNICEF Research 2000).

Adoption no longer an option
Adoption within Cambodia has proved to be difficult due to a lack of an appropriate legal framework. Formal domestic adoption was stopped in between 1995 and 1999 due to a lack of clarity over inheritance rights and instances of trafficking/child labour. Although lacking the legal tools, the Cambodian government’s Ministry of Social Affairs, Labour and Youth stated that aims from 1995 to 2000 included to systematically seek alternative ways of providing care and accommodation to orphans and abandoned children. In 1999 a revised law was passed, but lack of resource for its implementation reduced its effectiveness. Child exploitation of separated children continue to be a source of concern among the NGO community. Since 1998 international adoptions have been limited by Cambodia with periodic freezes prompted by examples of corruption. Restrictions have been introduced in receiving counties waiting for effective implementation of new adoption law and regulations to be put in place. Since 2001, inter-country adoption has also been suspended by an increasing number of ‘receiving countries’ including Australia, Canada, the USA and many European States. This is due to a lack of child protection measures, since some children were being bought from need families. In addition, some orphanages were accepting ‘processing fees’ of several thousand dollars. Once the Cambodian government passes and implements new adoption legislation and procedures in line with the 1993 Hague Convention on Protection of Children and Co-operation, intercountry adoption may again become possible. The convention exists to provide standards so international adoption is in line with best interests of children. These would vary depending on the situation. No single solution will be appropriate in every case.

Developing foster care
Since 1994, World Vision has placed more than 500 children (aged between 3 and 16) in foster care in the community. The programme has been welcomed by the Cambodian Government; it has given some structure to community-based care and involved government officers in aspects of planning and monitoring. The approach has been shared with other organisations and training materials available in the national language. These elements assist in developing good practices for care of separated children. Even children with special needs, such as physical and mental disabilities, have found new hope through being placed with supported foster families. The activity has been independently reviewed and has developed a manual of operations consistent with the United Nations declaration on social and legal principles relating to the protection and welfare of children, with special reference to foster placement and adoption and the Convention on the rights of the child. The project’s operational manual has been translated and shared within and outside Cambodia.

Fostering requires planning, monitoring and clear legal protection for the children. All decisions need to take account of their views, best interests and protection. This includes maintaining the legal identity of the child. Fostering gives rise to questions of equity with children of the host family. Equal duties and equal access to education, healthcare and nutrition need to be ensured before a placement starts. Potential problems emerge when expectations are unclear and safeguards not fully developed. Foster parents have to attend training sessions, where they discuss child protection guidelines and basic healthcare for children. At its best, fostering can reconnect children to close and supportive relationships, make them part of a stable community and increase their life options. At its worst, it can lead to further abandonment and damage to the child and/or family.

Risks for children emerge if inadequate frameworks are in place to structure and monitor placements. Time and resources are needed for screening families, orientating parents, matching children with placements and addressing issues of support, sustainability and follow-up. Non-government groups can develop processes to assist in these areas, but legislative power, of course, remains the domain of government. Lack of adequate social policy linked to practice reduces capacity of good local practice being extended to other areas. Without adequate social policy and practice, success in one area is unlikely to replicated elsewhere. Foster care programmes need to build credibility, not only with government, but also with families and the community. Only then will they avoid being viewed or used as a dumping ground, or a source of income/cheap labour.

Philosophy of foster care
The Cambodian experience highlights the following aspects of foster care. It provides a supportive, culturally appropriate family environment, which is preferable to an institution since it is more likely to meet individual needs for long-term care. Substitute families and local communities in a development context are able to take good care of children when the natural family cannot. Foster care offers a stable base from which children can pursue education and vocational training and go on to independent living. Fostering increases the role of civil society in the care of homeless and abandoned children. Children offer support to each other and, generally, between two and five children will be placed in each foster family. Siblings are kept together and children have the opportunity to build relationships with other children in the household as part of the matching process. The approach is cost effective when compared to operating a 24-hour residential centre. Working in tandem with a temporary shelter it offers children a supported transition from a facility to community and independence to independence.

Cultural acceptance
Informal fostering arrangements within the extended family are common in Cambodia and these are almost always viewed as long-term arrangements. Short-term fostering is seldom practised and most Cambodians are prepared to care for the children ‘as long as it takes’ (Gourley 1996). Although there are only incomplete records of numbers of orphaned or abandoned children, the 1998 national health survey found that

A child helps with the transport of rice from basic kitchens of an orphanage in Phnom Penh, Cambodia. Institutions comprise the largest single sector of formalised alternative care in Cambodia.
Networks can strengthen the placement through Buddhist temples, Islamic mosques and cultural community networks such as Christian churches. Families have been recruited mainly through adopted children. and recognition of the legal status of fostered and could be improved by a review of existing family law legislation is also necessary for a child to be placed with an alternate family. Legal arrangements give all parties some degree of protection. It is also important to consider if it is in the best interests of the child to strengthen links with the natural family. Where this is not possible, World Vision has therefore I am encouraged to help others, especially these poor children.” Foster families are also attracted by support provided to the placement, which is planned to cover costs and give some benefit to the families own children. This includes financial support, school materials and vocational training opportunity.

Sustainability
Many foster parents express a desire to raise their foster children over the long term. However, the lack of adequate domestic adoption procedures remains an obstacle. This makes children uncertain about their future and highlights the need for both parties to be clear about the expected duration of the foster placement. All parents interviewed in the evaluation said they think of the children as their own. For example, “I gave them my family name when enrolling them in school.” And “Of course I think of them as my own... I intend to share my land with them after they are married.”

During the first 12 months of the placement, World Vision staff explore with the family the option to move to income generation assistance rather than keeping the fixed monthly stipend (US$20–30). Income generation schemes not only reduce demands on World Vision funds, they also have the potential to increase the family income by more than the monthly stipend.

Unsuccessful placements
Approximately 30% of placements have been discontinued after less than six months. Reasons for discontinuing placements include positive outcomes – a restored relationship with the natural family, for example – and negative ones, such as unequal expectations on the part of the children and the care providers, and conflict with other children in the household. The breakdown may be due to an unsuccessful matching process where trust and bonding are slow to develop.

On leaving foster care, some children return to the transitional centre, while others opt for independent living on the streets. For some children the placement ended because some change in the circumstances of their natural family now meant they could return. Older children who have a long history of living on the street may be particularly difficult to integrate into foster families, having become accustomed to the transience and freedom of the streets. Short-term group home living arrangements with a lead tenant have proved more suitable for such children, allowing them a more independent lifestyle while providing safe accommodation and intensive skills training until they reach the age of 18.

Conclusion
Experience from World Vision's foster care programme in Cambodia suggests that perceived cultural barriers to fostering may not be as significant as first thought. While negative attitudes need to be understood and guarded against, a more important factor requiring careful assessment is the personal motivation of potential foster parents. Foster care is an appropriate long-term option for orphaned and abandoned children. The evidence can be seen in the dedication of ordinary Cambodian families, who provide the kind of supportive family environment lacking in former street children's lives.

What have we learned?
• The perception of cultural barriers to fostering unrelated children is not well founded. It has not hindered the development of a small-scale supported foster care programme in Cambodia.
• Recruiting families through faith-based and community networks assists in screening and supporting placements.
• Screening potential foster families involves balancing formal and informal steps, through which information can be gathered that will ensure the best interests of the child.
• Children respond positively to being involved in a matching process with prospective families.
• Children respond positively to family placements, which ensure consistent contact with stable supportive adults.
• Foster children generally develop good relationships with the natural children, who are seen as helpful confidantes and advisors.
• Successful placements have included access to skills training for older children and education for younger ones.
• Many foster parents support formal adoption for a foster child.
• For further information on World Vision’s work with children see www.globalempowerment.org
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approximately 2% of families were caring for one or more orphaned children (UNICEF EAPRO 2000).

In a best-case scenario, a child will be treated on an equal basis with the other children in the household. Sometimes, however, the child of poorer relatives may be treated differently. These children, typically girls, have to do more chores and may even be expected to work as servants. This type of arrangement is generally socially acceptable because the family is seen as helping a child who would otherwise have nothing. Visits and sharing experiences with other foster families can help to set more equitable rules and boundaries for foster children.

Current legislation and procedures
Issues regarding the legal status of foster parents versus that of natural parents need to be considered in the light of existing practice and gaps in current legislation. This includes gaps in birth registration, a major child protection concern in East Asia and the Pacific. A lack of legal identity is a critical factor that can lead to marginalisation and discrimination 

Governments can approve a change of status for a child and have the power to take responsibility away from parents. Government approval through legislation is also necessary for a child to be placed with an alternate family. Legal arrangements give all parties some degree of protection. It is also important to consider if it is in the best interests of the child to strengthen links with the natural family. Where this is not possible, World Vision has been permitted to apply for defacto recognition of adoption when the child has been fostered for over a year and both the child and family wish to proceed with this option. However, the current situation could be improved by a review of existing family law and recognition of the legal status of fostered and adopted children.

Recruitment of foster parents
Families have been recruited mainly through community networks such as Christian churches, Buddhist temples, Islamic mosques and cultural associations such as the Vietnamese Association. Networks can strengthen the placement through informal pre-screening, social support and monitoring. World Vision and government staff visit prospective families to assess their suitability based on well-defined criteria, including not being too wealthy or having too many possessions. (This recognises children's temptation to steal). Neighbours, village leaders and local police are also contacted. Families that already have their own children are given priority. Personal motivation and evidence of involvement in service-related activities are important in pre-screening assessments.

Parents interviewed as part of a project monitoring exercise reported that they were motivated by a desire to help children. For example, “I believe we should help them [street children] because of the drastic national situation, which has caused so many children to be separated from their parents. Khmer should help Khmer.” And “As I am a Christian, I believe everybody is God’s child, therefore I am encouraged to help others, especially these poor children.” Foster families are also attracted by support provided to the placement, which is planned to cover costs and give some benefit to the families own children. This includes financial support, school materials and vocational training opportunity.

Many foster parents express a desire to raise their foster children over the long term. However, the lack of adequate domestic adoption procedures remains an obstacle. This makes children uncertain about their future and highlights the need for both parties to be clear about the expected duration of the foster placement. All parents interviewed in the evaluation said they think of the children as their own. For example, “I gave them my family name when enrolling them in school.” And “Of course I think of them as my own... I intend to share my land with them after they are married.”

During the first 12 months of the placement, World Vision staff explore with the family the option to move to income generation assistance rather than keeping the fixed monthly stipend (US$20–30). Income generation schemes not only reduce demands on World Vision funds, they also have the potential to increase the family income by more than the monthly stipend.

Unsuccessful placements
Approximately 30% of placements have been discontinued after less than six months. Reasons for discontinuing placements include positive outcomes – a restored relationship with the natural family, for example – and negative ones, such as unequal expectations on the part of the children and the care providers, and conflict with other children in the household. The breakdown may be due to an unsuccessful matching process where trust and bonding are slow to develop.

On leaving foster care, some children return to the transitional centre, while others opt for independent living on the streets. For some children the placement ended because some change in the circumstances of their natural family now meant they could return. Older children who have a long history of living on the street may be particularly difficult to integrate into foster families, having become accustomed to the transience and freedom of the streets. Short-term group home living arrangements with a lead tenant have proved more suitable for such children, allowing them a more independent lifestyle while providing safe accommodation and intensive skills training until they reach the age of 18.

Conclusion
Experience from World Vision’s foster care programme in Cambodia suggests that perceived cultural barriers to fostering may not be as significant as first thought. While negative attitudes need to be understood and guarded against, a more important factor requiring careful assessment is the personal motivation of potential foster parents. Foster care is an appropriate long-term option for orphaned and abandoned children. The evidence can be seen in the dedication of ordinary Cambodian families, who provide the kind of supportive family environment lacking in former street children’s lives.

What have we learned?
• The perception of cultural barriers to fostering unrelated children is not well founded. It has not hindered the development of a small-scale supported foster care programme in Cambodia.
• Recruiting families through faith-based and community networks assists in screening and supporting placements.
• Screening potential foster families involves balancing formal and informal steps, through which information can be gathered that will ensure the best interests of the child.
• Children respond positively to being involved in a matching process with prospective families.
• Children respond positively to family placements, which ensure consistent contact with stable supportive adults.
• Foster children generally develop good relationships with the natural children, who are seen as helpful confidantes and advisors.
• Successful placements have included access to skills training for older children and education for younger ones.
• Many foster parents support formal adoption for a foster child.
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The case of Guatemala
Fostering children prior to adoption
Kelley McCreery Bunkers, Consultant for UNICEF Guatemala

The current situation in Guatemala regarding children placed in foster care prior to or awaiting intercountry adoption is two-pronged: those under the government-sponsored system and those under the notary system. There is a significant imbalance in who is providing temporary foster homes for children as well as who and what institutions are responsible for the high number of intercountry adoptions from Guatemala. To date, the government programme has done little in the area of temporary foster care, especially for children waiting for intercountry adoption. The private sector has dominated this area, leading to serious concerns being expressed by international child welfare organisations. Both the government programme and the private system are detailed below.

The government programme
Children cared for under the government-sponsored system are overseen by the Secretaría de Bienestar Social de la Presidencia de la República de Guatemala (Social Welfare Secretariat of the Presidency of the Republic of Guatemala). Specifically, the children are accounted for within the Substitute Home and Adoption Programme. To date, the foster care and adoption programme run under the auspices of the Guatemalan government has had a different focus to that of ‘temporary foster care’. The majority of the 325 children involved in this programme remain with their biological parents or relatives and receive a small subsidy (approximately USD 40 per month). The focus has been on family preservation within high-risk families, rather than training of non-related persons to care for abandoned or at-risk children. There has been little or no monitoring and follow-up of cases. Since the families are considered high-risk, the subsidy is seen as a means of ensuring that the children are ‘cared for’ and not put at higher risk or, in the worst-case scenario, abandoned.

A much smaller number of children in this programme are cared for by non-family members². There are two scenarios for these children: the first is that the family is in the process of adopting the child (nationally) and does not receive any sort of monetary subsidy. The second situation is that the family does receive a monetary subsidy, and has made a long-term commitment to caring for the child. The second group of families have not completed the adoption process due to the high cost associated with it, but do consider the child a permanent member of the family. Due to the limited focus of the programme – family preservation instead of foster care – the idea of permanency planning has also been limited, leaving many of the children in a precarious situation with no legal definition of their status.

To date, there has been just one documented case of a child adopted under the auspices of the Secretariat placed in intercountry adoption. According to the Substitute Home and Adoption Programme, a family from the USA approached the programme director requesting that they begin the adoption process. They preferred to go directly through the Secretariat, as they could not afford to pay the high cost of adopting via a US-based adoption agency. The family moved to Guatemala, completed the necessary documentation, and were referred an 8-month-old girl through the family courts. The judge granted the family legal authority to foster the child whilst the adoption process was completed. The adoption process took more than a year to complete. The family lived in Guatemala throughout the process and were only able to leave once the adoption process was completed and the child was given a US visa.

The Secretariat has recognised the importance of refocusing the objective and strategy of its current foster care programme and, jointly with the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), has embarked on the design of a new ‘vision’ for the programme. This will involve designing a foster care programme that is focused on non-family caregivers and based on the principles of permanency planning. Additional efforts will include an evaluation of the current project, the design of an operations manual detailing standards of practice, minimum qualifications of caregivers, eligibility requirements for children and caregivers, and a training curriculum for caregivers. The end goal is to have the Secretariat overseeing trained and qualified persons to implement temporary foster care for abandoned or at-risk children while simultaneously working towards permanent family-based solutions.

The ‘private’ system
The private sector of adoption in Guatemala accounts for almost all intercountry adoption cases. Statistics show that in 2002, 2,931 intercountry adoptions occurred.² Of those, the highest number of children (2,348) were adopted by US citizens, followed only at a very considerable distance by French (238), Spanish (27), Italian (20), Canadian (13), and German (10) nationals. In 2003, total intercountry adoptions had risen to 3,834. Of that number, 3,264 children were adopted by US citizens. Currently, the USA is the only country still allowing adoptions from Guatemala. In the private system of foster care and adoption, there are two possibilities for the child’s temporary care before intercountry adoption: in a privately run orphanage or in foster care. This paper specifically focuses on private foster care³.

Given the official figures for numbers of children adopted by US citizens during the past year, it may be assumed that, at any one time, more than 1,200 children are in private foster care. Again, due to the lack of official monitoring of this system, the numbers are merely an estimate. The first step in the private adoption system begins when the pregnant woman is referred to a Guatemalan lawyer via a ‘contact’ or ‘recruiter’. This typically occurs during the final months of pregnancy. The mother relinquishes all her parental rights at the time of the child’s birth, or very soon thereafter. In the majority of cases, it is the biological mother who relinquishes parental rights. It is rare for a biological father to be part of a relinquishment case. Most birth mothers claim the identity of the birth father to be unknown, thereby hastening the relinquishment process.

Few Guatemalan lawyers will handle cases of abandonment, due to the lengthy and unwieldy process of having a child declared legally abandoned. Children abandoned in public places such as hospitals, churches, parks, etc., or those whose biological parents have lost parental rights due to abuse or neglect, become wards of the state and are placed in one of several orphanages that have been sanctioned by the Secretariat or in private orphanages run by religious organisations or private individuals. This situation has resulted in thousands of children being ‘stuck’ in orphanages. Without the opportunity to be placed with a permanent family during the unduly long period it can take for their abandonment to be pronounced by the court.

The Guatemalan government has focused on family preservation rather than temporary foster care. At the time of relinquishment (typically 1–5 days after birth), the child is placed with a foster parent, who has been recruited, supervised and financially reimbursed by the lawyer. The average monthly
stipend of a foster mother is 1,000 Guatemalan Quetzales per child, equivalent to approx. USD 134. This money is paid by the lawyer and is presumably part of the payment received from the adoptive family. The average foster mother cares for two children in her home. No official statistics are available to describe the average foster mother, but it is assumed that she is usually from a working-class background. She is a grandmother, having raised children of her own, or a young stay-at-home mother. Most foster parents live in Guatemala City or the surrounding area to be handy for visits to the doctor, the family courts and the US Embassy. One can presuppose that the motivating factor for becoming a foster parent in this sense is the financial reward. Although the stipend is small, it does allow women to obtain an income while they stay at home. In Guatemala’s precarious economic situation, this opportunity is appealing to many women and there is frequently a waiting list of interested persons.

The adoption process for a case of relinquishment typically takes 4–6 months, and this coincides with the length of time the child stays in a foster home. There are no official statistics regarding gender distribution of children in foster care for intercountry adoption, but unofficial observations have given estimates of 65% female and 35% male. The average age of children in foster care ranges from newborn to 2 years old. Again, unofficial statistics show that the average age of a child being placed in intercountry adoption is between 5 and 6 months.

No standards or requirements pertaining to the care of a child in foster care exist, and there are no stipulated minimum qualifications for foster parents. Since it is the Guatemalan lawyers who place the children with foster families, they alone are responsible for any requirements or training of the foster family. There have been occasions where the US-based adoption agency working in conjunction with the lawyer has requested, facilitated, or funded foster care training. In nearly all such cases, this is motivated by the ethical and professional standards or practices of the individual agencies, but unfortunately it is prioritised by only a few.

**Summary**

Because there are no standards or approval processes for adoption agencies working in Guatemala, any individual or agency can establish a relationship with a Guatemalan lawyer and begin processing adoptions. These conditions have created a situation where very few agencies see the need for a more formalised process of recruitment of temporary foster carers. Also, due to the limited involvement of the Secretariat in foster care for intercountry adoption, there are few official statistics regarding the numbers of children in temporary foster care awaiting intercountry adoption. For the reasons mentioned here, no official documentation about specific standards of practice, qualifications or training exists.

It appears that there is a Guatemalan culture that is ‘open’ to the idea of fostering unrelated children, but significant improvements are needed to ensure that children are cared for by trained professionals who meet international standards. Furthermore, there is a pressing need to develop and implement evaluation and monitoring processes to ensure caregivers and the children in their care are doing well and that the children are placed in permanent families, in Guatemala or abroad.
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**Notes**

1. In this article, the notary system will henceforth be referred to as the private system.
2. The Secretariat estimates that 32 children are in this type of care situation although the number could not be verified at the time of this report.
3. Official statistics show that in 2002, there were only 62 national adoptions in Guatemala.
4. Because of serious concerns over the protection of children’s rights in the private procedure in particular, in recent years governments of other receiving countries have one by one refused to allow their citizens to adopt children from Guatemala. For its part, the US has chosen to continue allowing such adoptions while introducing compulsory procedures such as DNA checks in an attempt to forestall rights violations in this sphere.
5. The information provided in this section is based on sampling of 75 private foster caregivers in an unoffical capacity by the author.
6. As an indication, this sum is less than the minimum monthly wage for an 8-hour working day.

**South Africa**

**The case for child-headed households**

Carol Bower, Executive Director, Resources Aimed at the Prevention of Child Abuse and Neglect

Children in South Africa may have to live without parental care for a number of reasons, only one of which is the death of their parents. This is not a new phenomenon. South Africans have traditionally had fluid arrangements concerning the care and residence of their children, who move relatively easily among the extended family. Working parents, especially mothers, contribute when they can to the income of the household in which their children are living. Children whose parents have died or disappeared are similarly absorbed into the extended family. These patterns of childcare have been replicated and adapted in urban settings as more people have moved to towns and cities in search of employment.

More recently, the HIV pandemic has contributed increasingly to the number of children living without parental care. South Africans have continued to absorb such children into extended families and communities. However, their capacity to do this is being eroded by a dramatic increase in the number of maternal and double orphans and a reduction in the number of prime-age caregivers, such as aunts and uncles (Foster 2004). Rising unemployment has exacerbated the situation.

Attempts by Government to respond have focused on the foster care system. People are encouraged to foster vulnerable children, and are eligible for a Foster Care Grant (FCG) if they do so. This includes members of the extended family. However, the situation is becoming increasingly unrealistic. There are simply not enough people able or willing to become foster parents in the traditional sense and for members of the extended family, the process of applying to foster the child and receive the grant (through the High Court) is often prohibitively expensive.

Very often, extended family members are unable to take on the responsibility of additional children, or their circumstances exacerbate the vulnerability of the children. Administering the FCG system is also putting enormous strain on the formal child protection system. Placing such children in institutional care is not a viable option either. Apart from the lack of sufficient facilities, institutional care is often unnecessary. If the extended family can access financial and other support, they will provide a more cost-effective and suitable environment for the children, and the children will not require such placements.

**Child-headed households**

Increasingly, children are living in situations where there is no adult in the home. This may be because a grandmother has died, or because siblings have insisted on staying in their deceased parents’ homestead. These are often temporary arrangements, and families usually absorb these children in time. However, children taking on the caretaking role may suffer significant negative consequences, such as having to drop out of school, seek employment to support their younger siblings, or get married in the hope that this will provide greater security.

According to Foster (2004), the presence of child-headed households does not necessarily mean that the extended family has abandoned these children entirely. Indeed, child-headed households often exist in close proximity to relatives who can provide material support. Evidence suggests that child-headed households might be a mechanism used by the extended family to deal with the situation (Foster 2005).

Research in eastern and southern Africa documents a high prevalence of community responses to the issue of child-headed households, most
often initiated by faith- and community-based organisations (Foster 2003). These initiatives enable families to provide care for children living without parents, and are likely to provide an essential mechanism for the growing numbers of such children in the coming years. Technical and financial support to these initiatives is critical.

In summary, the following is clear:
- Extended South African families have traditionally absorbed children who are living without parental care.
- The capacity to care for such children has been negatively affected by the high levels of HIV/AIDS-related deaths, and the deep poverty that currently characterises much of South African society.
- The formal child protection system has proved to be an expensive and inaccessible option for many and it is no longer able to afford protection to the children who need it most.
- Child-headed households can be viewed as a mechanism of extended family support, but the extended family needs some help if it is to meet these children’s needs in full.

The protection of children without parental care
Since child-headed households are a growing reality, the rights of children living in this way must be protected and realised. In its preparations for a general discussion on children without parental care, the NGO Working Group on Children Without Parental Care has developed recommendations for international guidelines on the protection of such children. The basic principles of these guidelines should:
- ensure “the planned provision of a range of alternate care options, with priority being given to family- and community-based solutions”;
- secure “protection from abuse, neglect and exploitation in all care settings”.

These guidelines should govern the measures implemented for children living in child-headed households, while additional standards may also be required specifically for this group. There are several levels of responsibilities for support: these include the State and the community.

The role of the State
Sloth-Nielsen (2002) argues that the State has two clear duties, according to the South African Constitution:
1. to ensure that children in child-headed households are linked with some form of care;
2. to provide the resources necessary for survival and development.

Sloth-Nielsen links these duties to s28 (1) (c) of the South African Constitution, and argues that the particularly vulnerable position of children in child-headed households places a primary responsibility on the State to provide immediate and direct assistance to them.

Various authors have detailed the kind of support that the State should provide. For instance, Giese et al (2003) note that home- and community-based care is far more successful when the delivering organisations are linked to State health services. Schneider and Russell (2000) suggested that both the governmental and non-governmental sector should be strengthened to facilitate access to home- and community-based care and support. In addition, Giese et al (2003) found that schools provided many instances of sustainable and appropriate support to children living without parents.

It is argued here that the role of the State should be looked at from two perspectives:
1. that of enhancing the capacity of civil society to respond appropriately to children living without parental care;
2. that of emphasising and resourcing the role of the Departments of Education and Social Development.

Community safety nets
The South African Government has adopted a national integrated plan for children and youth development.

The model is based on a foundation of multidisciplinary support, including volunteers, and it requires a level of professional and financial support.

The support already being given to children living without parental care includes material support, orphan registers, psychosocial support, food gardens and income generation activities (Giese et al 2003). Some of these are more sustainable than others. Orphan registers, for example, are seen as a mechanism for establishing the scale of the problem in any particular area, as well as a way to “create greater awareness [and] mobilise support” (Giese et al 2003). However, unless the existence of this kind of register can be directly linked to resources, it can prove too time-consuming and frustrating to be genuinely useful (Giese et al 2003).

Food gardens have been established in various areas to enhance food security. Although sometimes these initiatives have the support of the Department of Agriculture (in the form of land and seed donations), they have widely varying rates of success. Similarly, income-generating projects have varying rates of success, and the challenges related to limited markets and lack of capacity to develop new ones may make these projects unrealistic.

Material support, which currently includes access to social grants, providing food parcels, payment of school fees and purchasing of school uniforms and supplies, seems more viable. However, organisations providing support of this nature tend to have limited resources and may not be able to expand their activities in line with increasing need. It has also been noted that children living with sick adults are not targeted for support by organisations offering home- and community-based care – a shortcoming that requires attention (Giese et al 2003).

A significant body of research suggests that in situations where there are many vulnerable children, orphaned children may not necessarily be at any greater risk than others. Studies have shown that targeting these children can have seriously negative effects, including stigmatisation (Grainger et al 2001). In addition, orphaned children may come to be seen as a route to resources and support, making them vulnerable to exploitation.
Thus, material support to vulnerable children, including those living without parental care, needs to be made available through non-governmental and community-based organisations. The State has a responsibility to allocate adequate resources to this purpose, and to facilitate the development and sustainability of coordinated service provision. In addition, such support to home- and community-based care will strengthen the capacity of these organisations to identify the children most in need.

There is currently little emphasis on counselling and other forms of psychosocial support for children living with sick and dying adults, or those who have lost their parents. Children’s descriptions of the situations and difficulties they face highlight the need for support of this kind. Gilborn et al (2001) found, for example, that disclosure was viewed positively and children reported that it helped them to understand the truth, to avoid mv and to plan for the future.

It is argued that home- and community-based carers are ideally placed to address the need for psychosocial support. The ongoing contact between vulnerable children and home- and community-based carers is conducive to the gradual development of a relationship of trust, and the provision of support and counselling (Giese et al 2003).

Schools as nodes of support
A study undertaken by the Children’s Institute at the University of Cape Town on behalf of the Department of Health (Giese et al 2003), made a series of health and social service recommendations to address the needs of vulnerable children, including those experiencing orphanhood. The study highlighted the important role being played by some schools and the potential to increase this role. This is despite the fact that there are currently a number of barriers blocking access to education, including the lack of income within households to pay for school fees, school uniforms and books, the long distances that need to be travelled (usually on foot) by school children, and discrimination faced by children who are infected or affected by mv.

The school in the impoverished Mawunya district in KwaZulu Natal is a good example. It provides food at weekends for children who would otherwise go hungry and it has built accommodation to house some needy children (Giese et al 2003). In Cato Crest in KwaZulu Natal Province, the school has established links with St John’s Ambulance Service, which provides a nurse once a week. It has also established a community garden project. Schools can therefore help greatly in identifying vulnerable children and providing nutrition, food security, life skills and training.

Health services
The Department of Health acknowledges that its role extends beyond that of providing clinical care, and that there is a need to provide support to home- and community-based childcare and to establish sustainable partnerships with others delivering community services. Giese et al (2003) note a range of responsibilities that should be taken on by the health sector:

- the care of mv-positive children at primary health care facilities;
- programmes to address hunger and malnutrition;
- counselling and support services related to HIV/AIDS testing and to ongoing emotional support;
- hospital and palliative care for sick children and adults;
- support for children in schools through outreach services;
- community health workers.

Bringing it all together
It is clear that, while the challenges facing children living without parents are great, the needs of these children can be met without resorting to institutionalisation. However, if their needs are to be addressed, and if the rights of these children are to be protected and realised, then current examples of success must be expanded and resourced adequately to ensure their sustainability.

We argue that a range of options for children living without parents must be available. These should include formal alternate care situations, such as institutionalisation and kinship care, where these are appropriate. However, they should not exclude the viability of child-headed households. The recognition of this option, however, must be accompanied by a range of support mechanisms. These must, critically, involve strong partnerships between the State and civil society.

The home- and community-based care model has been shown to be highly appropriate if it is capacitated in the following ways:

- strong links to the Department of Health;
- strong links to the Department of Education;
- coordinated and integrated support from these two departments;
- resources and training for those implementing programmes;
- recognition of the need to provide holistic support focused on addressing basic needs to food, shelter, healthcare, emotional support and education.
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Note 1: RAPCAN is a child rights ngo based in Cape Town, South Africa.
The Home and Community Care Project caters for 60 children aged 5–15 years from five villages around Chiangmai in northern Thailand. Half the children have lost both parents and half have lost one parent to AIDS. All the children are cared for by the remaining parent or grandparents.

The project aims to strengthen the physical, mental and socio-emotional wellbeing of the children by developing their capacity, confidence and independence. This is being achieved through training and other activities, and through developing a support network. The beneficiaries of the project are principally the children and their caretakers, while the children’s siblings, their classmates and teachers and other groups in their community can also gain.

Fieldworkers and caretakers play a key role in the project. Fieldworkers are trained in the skills, knowledge and attitudes required to support both children and their caretakers. Caretakers are trained in child development, child psychology and understanding, and how to deal with the prejudices in society against AIDS orphans and their families. The project also educates teachers in village schools about HIV and AIDS. It is currently establishing a support group to ensure project continuity and to identify persons willing to take responsibility in emergency cases. This role involves listening to or discussing problems faced by the children.

Children are systematically asked to give their views on activities and training sessions. They are asked whether they liked the activity or not and why, but also if they learned anything and if they found it useful or interesting. The children are split into six groups of 10 and some groups keep a diary to record their personal impressions and experiences. All the children contribute stories for a newsletter, an activity that improves their writing skills at the same time as allowing them to express their feelings.

Children and caretakers also have the chance to suggest the kinds of activities they prefer. For example, when project staff wanted to see how family relationships could be improved, they allowed children and caretakers to choose any programme or set of activities, provided these would contribute to improved relationships. Children and caretakers started to work together on growing mushrooms, raising catfish and frogs and baking bread. The choice of activity and how to carry it out was left entirely to the children and caretakers, with the fieldworkers acting mainly as coaches and advisors. During the activities, the children and caretakers had to consult each other all the time, discussing and deciding what to do. Frequent mutual consultation, discussion and agreement were the ‘tools’ that helped achieve the goal.

Children’s and caretakers’ voices influence many aspects of the project. The fieldworkers assess the need for counselling and training through biweekly gatherings. These raise difficult and sometimes painful issues. For example, children may complain that their caretaker doesn’t understand what they’re taking about, which is often due to the large (up to 60-year) age gap between them. Grandparents may also harbour anger that the children’s father has brought AIDS into the family.

Through the project activities and the care and commitment of project staff, it is hoped that the children and caretakers will develop an adequate level of self-confidence. This, together with continuous help and support from friends, support groups and fieldworkers, will help the children feel mentally and emotionally strong enough to cope with future problems and challenges in their lives.

While the Home and Community Care Project is primarily oriented at the 60 children currently in the programme, it is working to take the concept to the municipal and regional level. Fieldworkers and children have visited junior high schools in Chiangmai to talk about the project. Contact with teachers allowed project staff to explain the problems associated with HIV/AIDS. They were also able to show how the project’s model of care and assistance could be applied in other situations where children have no parental care.


**A de-institutionalisation process**

**Children born out of wedlock in Tunisia**

Maria Luisa Fornara, Programme Officer, and Hela Skhiri, Child Protection Officer, UNICEF Tunisia

**Institutional and legal background**

Tunisia has devoted a good deal of time and effort to improving the legal status and wellbeing of children born out of wedlock. Since its independence in 1956, Tunisia has promulgated different laws to address the issues surrounding out-of-wedlock children, which include adoption, maternal identity, mothers’ parental authority and identification of fathers through DNA testing. These laws have legitimised out-of-wedlock children as citizens under the protection of the State. However, in a country where having a child out of wedlock is not culturally accepted, the spirit in which these laws are applied might not always serve the best interests of the child.

The official number of children born out of wedlock in Tunisia is around 1000 per year (although the figure may be doubled in reality). Lengthy paternity recognition procedures, particularly after adoption of Law 75-1998 (further modified in 2003), have led to an increase in the number of children institutionalised on a temporary basis.

The National Institute for Child Protection (nicp), created in 1973 under the Ministry of Social Affairs, is the only large institution housing children aged less than 6 years. It has responsibility for monitoring institutionalisation on a temporary basis.

The decision taken by the Cabinet represent a major step towards protecting children without primary caregivers. The main focus of the meetings was on strategies promoting family placement as an alternative to institutionalisation. The decisions taken by the Cabinet represent a significant step towards the objective of granting every child a family environment. Decisions were taken to reduce the time involved in establishing a child’s administrative status and therefore the time he/she spends in an institution. It was also decided to promote adoption or family placement instead of institutionalisation, and to increase the level of foster care reimbursement by more than 50%.

**In 2004, of the children housed in nicp and life units, 220 were placed in foster families, 68 re-integrated in their birth families, 248 were adopted and 28 placed in kelfas.** A child spends an average of 290 days in nicp and/or 170 days in a foster family before he/she can be formally adopted. For disabled children, long-term family placement (for several years) is the goal. Around 110 disabled children are currently placed in 95 foster families, with 85 remaining in nicp. In addition, it is estimated that around 50 babies per year are kept in hospitals after delivery (with a limited legal term of three months) waiting to be placed in an institution or a family.

A few hundred children each year go through direct adoption with a judicial decision but without passing through the official channels of nicp, which normally supervises and selects adoptive families.

**Political decision**

In 2003, several governmental cabinet meetings were dedicated to improving conditions for children without primary caregivers. The main focus of the meetings was on strategies promoting family placement as an alternative to institutionalisation. The decisions taken by the Cabinet represent a significant step towards the objective of granting every child a family environment. Decisions were taken to reduce the time involved in establishing a child’s administrative status and therefore the time he/she spends in an institution. It was also decided to promote adoption or family placement instead of institutionalisation, and to increase the level of foster care reimbursement by more than 50%.

In addition, single mothers would be encouraged to keep their babies through offering support via civic organisations.

It is important to develop a pool of foster families whose motivation goes beyond the remuneration provided by the State. The recognition and advocacy required to do this remains a challenge for the nicp staff. Each foster family needs the right balance between motivation and remuneration. Families currently receive around US$83 per child per month, plus in-kind donations. In comparison, the minimum monthly wage is US$167.

In Tunisia, there is an urgent need to decentralise family placement and reach out to more foster families. More institutions or associations should be identified to arrange family placement under the overall supervision of nicp. In addition, civic society needs become more involved to enhance community commitment and response. This involvement should be secured through partnerships at local level between authorities, civic society and foster families.

The reintegration of the child in its original family

Recent developments, including political decisions, the law of 2003 and the ongoing debate concerning children born out of wedlock, have broadened taboos and led to better acceptance of single motherhood. There is still much to do, but new initiatives, such as residences or day-care centres for single mothers (e.g., the Amal Project in Tunis and Voix de l’enfant in Nabeul) are now providing psychological, legal and social support.

Life units set up in different regions and decentralisation of family placement activities will...
The Tunisian government has taken decisions to reduce the time a child spends in an institution. In this way, the reintegration of the mother and child within the family environment becomes easier for mothers to visit their babies and maintain emotional ties.

Social actors will need to reinforce their mediation work with the parents of single mothers and with the fathers for a possible reconciliation. Experience has demonstrated the positive impact of the reintegration of the mother and child within the extended family.

**Conclusion**

De-institutionalisation is a huge and complex issue; it not only involves children born out of wedlock but also children who are abused or neglected and children in trouble with the law. To face this myriad of challenges mechanisms and competencies for working more closely with the original, foster and adoptive families are needed. Over the past four years, more than 1000 social workers have been trained and all main actors are now convinced that the child is far better off in a family environment than in an institution. The de-institutionalisation process within contexts pertaining to children born out of wedlock needs targeted and time-framed objectives. As such it could become a pilot project, and the experiences gained could greatly enhance de-institutionalisation efforts elsewhere.

**Notes**

1. This allows a patronymic name to be given to abandoned children or those of single mothers, giving the child the right to an identity and permits identification of the father through DNA testing.
2. Six life units have been created around the country. Each houses around 12 children at any given time (60 children throughout the year).
3. Tunisia is the first and only Arab Muslim country to have legalised adoption (in 1958).
4. Kefala (or Islamic adoption) entails tutoring of the child by a given family until the age of 18 without any rights on the adopting family’s name and inheritance.
5. No exact figures are available.

**Further reading**

**Websites**

**General Day of Discussion**

UN Committee on the Rights of the Child, 16 September 2005. Information about the session and links to documents submitted for the General Day of Discussion can be found at <www.crin.org/violence/search/closeup.asp?infoID=6220>

**International Foster Care Organisation (IFCO)**

IFCO is an international network dedicated to the promotion and support of family foster care all over the world. IFCO promotes family-based solutions for out-of-home children based on the care principle: enabling the exchange of information among persons and organisations of different nations, promoting foster care as an important type of family-based care; consultation; networking; publications; assistance; organising international conferences and training seminars.

<www.ifco.info>

**International Social Service (ISS)**

ISS, an international NGO dedicated to helping individuals and families with personal or social problems resulting from migration and international movement, has established an International Reference Centre for the Rights of Children Deprived of their Family – ISS/IRC. This programme seeks to secure better respect for the best interests and rights of children deprived of their family or at risk of being so, and for children needing adoption or adopted already.

<www.iss-ssi.org>

The international child and youth care network

This network supports the child and youth care work field worldwide. It is one of many mechanisms that encourages and welcomes child participation in an area that directly affects their lives.

<www.cyc-net.org>

**EUROCHIPS**

<www.eurochips.org>

**Publications**

**Improving protection for children without parental care. Kinship care: An issue for international standards**

International Social Service & UNICEF, August 2004

This paper is one of a series that deal in greater depth with selected complex issues broached in the Working Paper prepared by International Social Service and UNICEF on "Improving protection for children in out-of-home care: a call for international standards". It focuses on problems that would need to be taken into account when devising international standards regarding the kinship care of children.

<www.unicef.org/videoaudio/PDFs/kinship_note.pdf>

**Facing the crisis: Supporting children through positive care options**

David Tolfree, Save the Children uk, 2005

Due to the impact of HIV/AIDS, poverty, conflict, natural disasters, exploitation, abuse and family breakdown, an increasing number of children are at risk of separation from their families or need
alternative care. There is a growing consensus that, wherever possible, these children should be supported as a ‘first resort’ in the context of their families or extended families with residential care almost always seen as a ‘last resort’. This report, the first in a series, looks at the main issues facing policy-makers and all those working in this field. It emphasises the need for policy and practice responses that reinforce family- and community-based care and support options.

The promise of a future
Strengthening family and community care for orphans and vulnerable children in sub-Saharan Africa
The Firelight Foundation, 2005

In August 2005, Firelight initiated an advocacy tool that will help inform the public about the importance of investing in community-based responses that strengthen the safety net of family care.

Factsheet: Children without primary caregivers and in institutions
UNICEF

Children in institutions: the beginning of the end?
Innocenti Insight No. 8, UNICEF Innocenti Research Centre, Florence, 2003

This Innocenti Insight examines efforts to prevent the institutionalisation of children in Argentina, Chile, Uruguay, Italy and Spain, focusing on both public and private initiatives, as well as local and national policies. The study highlights the fact that policies to discourage institutionalisation are not enough. The right climate is needed to create alternatives, including raising public awareness.

The principle of subsidiarity and the extended family as caregivers

Moving from residential institutions to community-based social services in Central and Eastern Europe and the Former Soviet Union
David Tobis, World Bank, Washington, DC, 2000

Institutions house almost 1% of the region’s children. Poor, neglected, or disabled children live in institutions that stunt their physical, emotional, and intellectual development. Children with disabilities are segregated from society in grim facilities most of them will never leave. This study contends that few, if any, of them need to be confined to institutions. It reviews the use of residential institutions throughout the region, focusing on five countries—Albania, Armenia, Latvia, Lithuania, and Romania—where the World Bank is helping develop community-based social services to reduce the reliance on residential institutions.

A last resort: The growing concern about children in residential care
International Save the Children Alliance

This paper sets out the International Save the Children Alliance’s position on the residential care of children and highlights concerns about its growing use. Its aim is to draw attention to an area that has largely been ignored as a rights issue for international attention and action.

Babies and small children residing in prisons
Marlene Alejos, Quaker United Nations Office, March 2005

This paper raises awareness about the situation of babies and young children in prison with their mothers, and to encourage greater consideration of the problems and dilemmas raised. This is not a situation in which there are obvious right and wrong answers. But what are the rights of the child in such a situation, and how can they best be protected? In the course of her research, Marlene Alejos has identified some examples of strategies and good practices.

Valuing children, valuing parents. Focus on family in the fight against child poverty in Europe: A European discussion paper
International Movement ato Fourth World, July 2004

Valuing children, valuing parents provides a review of the broad issues of child poverty, examining in particular the family as a resource in the eradicating of poverty, given the provision of effective and appropriate support. It takes into account evidence from a wide range of research and brings together elements from 10 European countries.

Community based care for separated children
David K. Tolfree, Save the Children Sweden, 2003

All over the world, children are separated from their parents, caretakers and communities due to – among other things – armed conflict, natural disasters, pandemics and various forms of exploitation and abuse. The prevailing response to those who cannot return to their family and/or place of origin by authorities and aid agencies has been some kind of residential care. In this report, the shortcomings of this model are discussed in relation to community-based care approaches, e.g., (extended) family and foster home solutions for separated children. It identifies a series of critical issues for those who wish to promote and protect the best interest of the separated child.

Changing minds, policies and lives: Improving protection of children in Eastern Europe and Central Asia. Redirecting resources to community-based services

After more than a decade of coping with transition challenges in Eastern Europe and Central Asia, the need for the reform of family and child welfare systems has been widely acknowledged. Every year a large number of children are still at risk of being separated from their families and being placed in institutional care. Through the Changing minds, policies and lives series, UNICEF and the World Bank have teamed up in an effort to increase the understanding of the essential challenges of the system changes, and to propose strategies to advance the reform of child and family services.
This very useful report is in two parts: a discussion paper and an annotated bibliography. Although it is mainly intended to tackle the issue of children affected by HIV/AIDS, its considerations have far wider application – to all children in need of alternative care.

The discussion paper is based on a review of approximately 80 documents related to the provision of care for children lacking family care in countries most affected by HIV/AIDS. Although the review is not exhaustive, it includes the most significant and relevant literature concerning this group of children. The materials reviewed have been annotated in the second part of this document. The documents reviewed focus primarily on the need for care addressed by a community-based approach. These documents also include suggestions for transitioning children out of institutionalised care and into community-based care.

Achieving permanence for children in the child welfare system: Pioneering possibilities amidst daunting challenges

It has taken the child welfare system in the USA over three decades to fully comprehend and then implement key policy and practice reforms that emphasise permanence as a fundamental requirement for the healthy development of a child. This report considers the background and history of US child welfare services’ commitment to permanency and how this history is impacting our success in achieving permanent and stable placements.

Mapping the number and characteristics of children under three in institutions across Europe at risk of harm
European Commission Daphne Programme (Directorate-General Justice and Home Affairs) in collaboration with WHO Regional Office for Europe & the University of Birmingham, UK, February 2005

The project surveyed 33 countries throughout Europe and identified the number and characteristics of children under 3 placed in residential care institutions without their parents for more than three months in 2003. A more in-depth investigation into the quality of institutional care was conducted in Denmark, France, Greece, Hungary, Poland, Romania, Slovakia, Turkey and the UK. The project also identified the extent and cost of alternative services for young children in need of care and protection and the use of national and intercountry adoption as a response to family poverty or the child being abused, neglected or abandoned. This is the first attempt at European level to measure and compare the reasons, number and characteristics of children subject to early institutionalisation.

Raising the Standards: Quality childcare provision in east and central Africa
Save the Children UK, 2005
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Oscar van Leer Award 2005
The Oscar van Leer Award, instituted in 1994 and presented every two years, honours programmes for excellence in enabling parents and communities to help young children realise their full potential. The Oscar van Leer Award for 2005 has been awarded to the Kenya Orphans Rural Development Programme (kordp) for its Community Support to orphans project.

kordp has been a partner of the foundation since 2001. Working in areas of Kenya’s Western province worst affected by the HIV/AIDS pandemic, it strengthens the ability of families and communities to care for orphans and vulnerable children. kordp helps rural communities to set up early childhood development day care centres. These provide young children with nutritious meals, opportunities for social and psychological development, and pre-school learning without which many would not go on to primary school.

The foundation has published a 54-page book, describing in text and photos how kordp’s community-based work, supported by the foundation, improves the lives of HIV/AIDS orphans and vulnerable children in rural communities in western Kenya. The foundation hopes that the award will contribute to raising the profile of young children on the HIV/AIDS agenda, particularly with regard to the XVI International AIDS Conference in Toronto in August 2006.

Recent publication

This paper concentrates on the impact of globalisation on childcare since the late 1990s, particularly in the last two decades. It looks at how our views about children, parents and public services have changed as a result. In particular, the paper examines the case in Belgium, where the consequences of globalisation are also analysed in terms of quality and accessibility of services and the shifting power relations between the state, childcare providers, parents and experts in the field of early childhood education.

Forthcoming
A guide to General Comment 7: ‘Implementing child rights in early childhood’.
To be published in March 2006.

The United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child is applicable with regard to all persons under the age of 18. But the Committee on the Rights of the Child has noted regularly that information on the implementation of the Convention with respect to children before the age of regular schooling is often very limited.

The Committee therefore decided to devote its Day of General Discussion 2004 to the topic ‘Implementing Child Rights in Early Childhood’. The purpose of the Day of Discussion was to generate more awareness on this topic and to adopt recommendations that would be based on the results of the event and would also underscore the full entitlement of young children to the rights enshrined in the Convention.

This monograph describes the background of the Day of General Discussion and contains, in extracted form, the papers submitted to the Committee at that time, along with other relevant material. It also presents the General Comment that was the outcome. Each section includes an introduction with additional information on the process.

We hope that this book will aid child’s rights advocates at the local level, human rights activists, particularly those with no special legal knowledge, and the general reader interested in child rights, human rights and the United Nations, including university students and researchers in law, social work, international relations, or other, associated areas.

News from the Foundation

In June 2005, the Publishing Team of the Bernard van Leer Foundation sent out a survey to readers to update our address database. Many readers responded, helping us to improve the distribution of our publications and to add value to the work we do. Thank you!
The Bernard van Leer Foundation is a private foundation based in The Netherlands. It operates internationally.

The Foundation aims to enhance opportunities for children 0–8 years, growing up in circumstances of social and economic disadvantage, with the objective of developing their potential to the greatest extent possible. The Foundation concentrates on children 0–8 years because research findings have demonstrated that interventions in the early years of childhood are most effective in yielding lasting benefits to children and society.

The Foundation accomplishes its objectives through two interconnected strategies:

- a grant-making programme in selected countries aimed at developing culturally and contextually appropriate approaches to early childhood care and development; and
- the sharing of knowledge and know-how in the domain of early childhood development that primarily draws on the experiences generated by the projects that the Foundation supports, with the aim of informing and influencing policy and practice.

The Foundation currently supports a total of approximately 150 projects in 40 selected countries worldwide, both developing and industrialised. Projects are implemented by project partner organisations that may be governmental or non-governmental. The lessons learned and the knowledge and know-how in the domain of early childhood development which are generated through these projects are shared through a publications programme.

Bernard van Leer Foundation was established in 1949. Its income is derived from the bequest of Bernard van Leer, a Dutch industrialist and philanthropist who lived from 1883 to 1958.